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Overview vii 

Overview  

While most people in the general population know that 
braille allows people who are blind to read words by 
touch, few know that music can also be written in braille. 
Once people hear that braille music exists, they typically 
ask how people who are blind read it. Even teachers of 
the visually impaired and rehabilitation counselors often 
lack exposure to or experience with braille music. This is 
partly because for sighted individuals it is necessary to 
know how to read print music in order to understand 
braille music. 

The goal of this course is to learn some of the 
fundamentals of braille music so that you can help a 
braille reader achieve the rewarding experience of 
reading music independently.  

In addition, the information in this course can inspire you 
to follow a path toward becoming a professional 
transcriber yourself. Computer software that converts 
print music into braille is constantly being developed and 
improved. But human braille music transcribers are still 
needed (and will be for the foreseeable future) to ensure 
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the availability of accurate and high-quality music braille 
for those who need it. 

This course consists of five lessons. Lessons 1 and 2 
provide some of the basic braille music symbols used in 
braille music for any performance medium. Those 
lessons concentrate on music for single-melody 
instruments, like clarinet or violin. Lesson 3 explains 
braille music for voice with melodic and chordal 
accompaniment. Lesson 4 presents braille music for 
keyboard instruments. Lesson 5 addresses some 
questions about teaching and transcribing braille music.  

The information in this introductory course does not 
enable you to professionally transcribe print music, teach 
music, or teach braille. Becoming a professional braille 
transcriber, music teacher, or teacher of the visually 
impaired requires additional study and practice. Once you 
have completed this course, you will be able to continue 
to learn about braille music on your own or by taking a 
professional transcriber's course. 

A list of resources is available online. If you do not have 
online access, ask your instructor to send you a printout. 
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A list of common braille music symbols is included as a 
separate item with this course. 

The lessons in this course include section reviews, which 
are for your personal development only. Do not send your 
responses to your Hadley instructor. Rather, check your 
comprehension by comparing your answers with those 
provided. You can always contact your instructor, 
however, to clarify concepts. Students who routinely 
complete the section reviews perform significantly better 
on assignments. 

You are required to submit five assignments, one at the 
end of each lesson. These assignments enable your 
instructor to measure your understanding of the material 
presented in the course. Review the information in the 
Getting Started document about submitting assignments. 

If you are ready to learn about braille music, start Lesson 
1: Beginning Braille Music. 
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Lesson 1: Beginning Braille Music  

This lesson introduces the basic elements of braille 
music that you need to read a single melody. The 
information in this lesson will enable you to help a person 
who is learning braille music. Also, acquiring fundamental 
information about braille music is the first step when 
considering whether to become a braille music 
transcriber. 

Objectives  

After completing this lesson, you will be able to  
a. discuss the use and history of braille music  
b. identify the notes of the scale and rests in four time 

values, bar lines, and dotted notes 
c. apply single-line format, used for transcribing music 

written on a single staff 
d. explain octave marks 
e. recognize accidentals, time signatures, and key 

signatures  
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What Is Braille Music?  

You are no doubt eager to start seeing some braille 
music right away. But first read this important section, 
which explains how people use braille music and how it 
was invented.  

Using Braille Music  

Braille music notation represents all the various  
notations that appear in printed music, including the 
notes themselves and all text and symbols surrounding 
them. Consider the difference between reading print   
and braille music. In print music, notes are spatially 
organized on a staff. Other symbols, such as words, 
dynamics, fingerings, and pedal indications appear 
above, below, before, and after the notes. A sighted 
music reader can usually perceive a lot of information in 
one glance. Experienced sight readers can read and 
perform music presented on multiple staves, including 
directions for musical expression and words (lyrics). 

In comparison, braille music is mostly linear, meaning  
the notes and all other information are presented   
symbol by symbol on a braille line. Instead of a staff, 
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note names appear with octave marks to give exact 
pitches.  

Braille music readers decode and memorize music first, 
and then they practice it. Print music readers usually 
practice music while reading it, and once they have 
become fairly familiar with the music, they can   
memorize it. 

Braille music readers can use recordings, teachers, and 
other methods as well as braille music to help them learn 
new pieces, just as print music readers do. Having the 
ability to read braille music does not mean a student 
stops listening to recordings or that the student's 
teachers stop demonstrating. Braille music is a valuable 
tool, but it is not the only way to learn music. Reading 
braille music should not become an obstacle, but rather 
be an advantage. 

The History of Braille Music  

The braille music code was originally developed by Louis 
Braille, who was an excellent organist and cellist. His 
code, completed in 1834, forms the basis for the code 
used today. Over the years, many revisions and            
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additions to the code attempted to clarify and expand  
the code to establish uniformity, reflect innovations in 
print music and changes in the popularity of various  
kinds of musical practice, and achieve a broader use of 
musical scores by the braille-reading population. The 
most recent edition of the code is the Music Braille  
Code, 1997. 

In the 1990s, an international body representing fifteen 
countries worked together to achieve a code that is 
accepted and accessible worldwide. At the same time, 
the Braille Authority of North America (BANA)    
published a code book that provides additional   
guidance and explanations for braille music  
transcriptions in the United States and Canada. The 
current international and BANA manuals of braille music 
are available for purchasing or downloading from the 
Internet. 

Section Review  

What are the main points that you learned in this 
section? Make your own list, and then compare it with 
this one. 
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• Braille music represents all the notations that appear 
in print music. 

• Braille music does not use a staff; instead it has a 
system of octave marks to indicate exact pitches. 

• Braille music readers decode and memorize music; 
then they practice it. 

• Using braille music is only one tool for learning 
music among others, such as audio recordings and 
teacher demonstration. 

• The braille music code was invented by Louis Braille 
in the early part of the 19th century. 

• The braille music code is international, and it has 
been revised many times over the years. 

This short section has prepared you to begin learning 
your first signs and formats in braille music.  

Notes, Rests, and Bar Lines  
This section introduces the seven note names and four 
note values. It also illustrates music braille bar lines, as 
well as rests and dotted notes. You will be able to use 
this information to read and write simple tunes in music 
braille. 
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Notes and Time Values  

The following chart illustrates the notes of the scale in 
braille music. As you learn these characters, do not   
think about their interpretations in literary braille.   
Instead, say to yourself, for example, "the note C," or 
"dots 145." These are eighth notes, which are the     
basic braille note shapes. (This course uses English  
note names A, B, C, …. It does not use the solfège    
note names do, re, mi, ….) 

Eighth notes  r  d e f g h i j 
 C D E F G A B 

Notice  tha t the  bas ic note  shapes  a re  in the  upper two-
thirds  of the  bra ille  ce ll. The  time va lue  of a  note  is  
de termined by whether dot 3, dot 6, or both appear with 
the  bas ic note  shape . The  following illus tra tes  time 
va lues  for the  note  C, but this  applies  to a ll s even notes .  

The  bas ic note  shape  with: 

ne ither dot 3 nor dot 6 is  an e ighth note  d 

a  dot 6 is  a  quarte r note  ? 
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a dot 3 is a half note n 

both dots  3 and 6 is  a  whole  note  y 

The  next chart illus tra tes  a ll the  notes  with the ir time 
va lues . For each note  in this  chart, make  sure  you can 
identify the  bas ic note  shape  (e ighth note) and the  dot 3, 
dot 6, or both tha t ass ign diffe rent va lues  to the  note . 
  C D E F G A B 
Eighth notes  r  d e f g h i j 

Quarter notes  e ? : $ ] \ [ w 
Half notes  w n o p q r s t 
Whole  notes  q  y z & = ( ! ) 

Measures and Bar Lines  

A bar line in braille music is simply a space.  

space  bar line 

The double bar and the sectional double bar signs look 
like this: 
<k  double bar 

<k'  sectional double bar 
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The double bar and sectional double bar are unspaced 
from the previous braille music symbol. 

Now you can read some simple melodies in braille music. 
Compare the print notes to the braille music, and make 
sure you can identify every character in braille.  

In actual transcriptions, the first note in each braille line 
of these examples would have been preceded by a sign 
identifying its specific location on the staff. Such signs 
are called octave marks or octave signs, and they will be 
explained in the next section. For now, octave marks are 
omitted. Also key signatures and time signatures are 
omitted from these simple exercises. The counting is 
obvious.  

In these first three examples, the braille signs are placed 
directly beneath the printed notes and internal bar lines 
are ignored in braille. This is to help you learn the notes 
in braille. 

 

 f f f f : : d e f d i j ?<k 
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 \ w ? : & ] : ? w y<k' 

 

 ? ? ? : p o ? $ : : y<k 

Rests  

Four rest symbols are as follows: 
x R e ighth res t 
v E quarte r res t 
u  ha lf res t  
m  full/whole  res t  

The  next examples  include  res ts . Again, make  sure  you 
can match each print symbol to its  respective  bra ille  
symbol. Beginning with these  exercises , spacing and bar 
lines  a re  normal in bra ille .  

 

[v[w nu [v\\ pu<k 

 

d ixjhxi gxg\<k' 
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! m ) m ou ]:n<k 

Two or three consecutive whole rests appear with no 
space between them.  

or  

 mm mm  

 or  

 mmm mmm 

More than three whole rests in succession are notated 
with the number sign, the number, and the sign for the 
whole rest. Any of these combinations require a space 
before and after it, unless immediately followed by a 
double bar. 

  
   #em 

Dotted Time Values   

A dot added to a note or rest, which lengthens the note 
by half its value, is a dot 3, like this: 
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' dot 
?' eo dotted quarte r note  C 

In the  following examples  you have  dotted ha lf notes  and 
dotted quarte r notes . 

 

]\] p' :$: n'<k 

 

$'hr $'en :$\'f z<k 

Section Review  

A. Transcription 

Carefully transcribe the following music. Then compare 
your braille with the correct transcriptions. 

 1. 

 

 2. 
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 3. 

 

 4. 

 

 5. 

 

Answers 

 1. ]v]? ::n<k 
 2. ?de $fg \ih p<k 
 3. vxf fxdf fxgf exjj ?v<k' 
 4. st y pu ou y<k  
 5. $'g$ r' ]'f: n'<k  
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B. Multiple Choice 

Choose the correct print music to match the braille music 
given. 

 6. \\\\ qo y<k 

a .  

b.  

c.  

The  correct answer is  (b). Option (a ) has  e ighth 
notes  ins tead of quarte r notes  in measure  1. Option 
(c) has  two quarte r notes  and a  ha lf note  ins tead of 
two ha lf notes  and a  whole  note  in measure  3. 

 7. whj ?id ejhj s<k 

a .  

b.  

c.  
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The correct answer is (a). Option (b) has wrong 
notes in measures 2 and 3. Option (c) ends with a 
whole note instead of a half note. 

 8. w'jdjig w?u w'd?'j y<k 

a . 
 

b. 

 

c. 

 

The correct answer is  (c). Option (a ) has  a  quarte r 
res t ins tead of a  ha lf res t in measure  2. Option (b) 
has  two quarte rs  ins tead of a  dotted quarte r and an 
e ighth in the  firs t two bea ts  of measures  1  
and 3. 

The  bas ic note  shapes  and va lues , res ts , and the    
dotted note  s ign are  the  initia l e lements  you need to 
unders tand bra ille  mus ic. Next, learn about the  proper  
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format for a single melody and the remarkable method 
for replacing the staff in braille music.  

Single -Line Format  
The braille music format used for music presented on a 
single staff in print is called single-line format. The music 
begins with the number of the first measure, preceded by 
the number sign, at the margin. The music then begins 
after one space. An example from the previous section is 
repeated here with the measure number at the margin. 
Throughout this course, measure numbers are indicated 
in print only where it is necessary. 

 

#a ]\] p' :$: n'<k 

If the  mus ic begins  with a  pickup measure , tha t is , an 
incomple te  measure , the  number a t the  margin is  zero. 
For example ,  

 

#j de $]\gf ]:?<k 
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In single-line format, runovers (the part of the music that 
goes to another line) begin in the third space. In this 
course, measures are not divided at the end of a braille 
line. Divided measures and continuation measure 
numbers are among the skills you would learn if you 
continue your study of braille music. Also note that it is 
not necessary in braille music to make full use of the 
braille line.  

 

#j ? ?de$] hihg$? efedw: fgfe?$ ?de$fg   

\hg$? or ?$?<k 

When melodies  a re  longer, the  transcriber divides  the  
mus ic into segments. Each segment comprises  a  number 
of measures  tha t can be  readily memorized, or a  group of 
measures  tha t a re  mus ica lly meaningful as  a  unit. 
Segments  a re  usua lly be tween one  and four lines  of 
bra ille  in length.  

One  of a  transcriber's  firs t tasks  is  to accura te ly    
number a ll the  measures  in a  piece  from beginning to 
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end. A new segment begins with its measure number at 
the margin, followed by a space and the music. As 
mentioned, each runover line begins in the third space. 
In this way, the braille reader can read and memorize 
relatively short sections of music at a time and then 
combine them. This method also provides an easy way 
to find a particular measure by number. The format is 
illustrated here using full braille cells for notes.  

#a === ==== == ======== === === ===== 

=== ==== === ==== == ======== === === 

===== === ==== 

#ai === ==== == ======== === === ===== 

=== ==== === ==== == ======== === === 

=== === ===== === ==== 

#ci ===== === ==== === ==== == ======== 

=== === ===== === ====<k 

This  section does  not include  a  review, because  you will 
practice  us ing s ingle -line  format throughout a ll the  
examples  and exercises  in this  lesson and the  next. 

Octave Marks  
Braille music does not use staves or clefs, which tell    
the print reader the exact pitch of notes. Instead, it    
uses special symbols called octave marks, which are  
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signs that indicate the exact pitch and the direction of a 
melody, whether up or down. This section explains the 
extraordinarily efficient system of octave marks in braille 
music.  

The Seven Octave Marks   

In braille music, all the notes on a full piano keyboard, 
and indeed all the notes that can be played on all the 
instruments, are divided into numbered octaves. The 
term octave has a special meaning in braille music. It is a 
group of seven notes, starting with a C and including the 
notes through the B above it. (Musical definitions of the 
word octave have to do with the interval: for example, 
"play it an octave higher," or "play scales in octaves.") 
Using the braille music octave method, you can quickly 
tell the exact pitch of any note. Study this diagram. 

 

 @y ^y _y "y .y ;y ,y 

 firs t second third fourth fifth s ixth

 seventh 
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The first octave is the lowest, or deepest, set of notes 
from C to B on the full piano keyboard. The second 
octave is next, and so on up to the seventh octave. Each 
of the seven octaves has a special sign to represent it, 
as illustrated in the diagram. Each octave is shown with 
a whole note C preceded by its octave mark; use the 
same octave mark for the six notes of the scale above 
that C. 

The bottom two notes, A and B, and the top C on a piano 
keyboard fall outside the range of the seven octaves. By 
doubling the first and seventh octave signs, you have the 
sub-octave and the super-octave signs respectively, as 
illustrated: 

   

 @@! @@) ,,Y  

sub-octave  A and B super-octave  C 
 

Read the  following examples  of notes  with the ir octave  
s igns . These  a re  a ll e ighth notes  in random order. 
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_e  
 

^i  

third octave D second octave A 

 

.g 
 

;d  

fifth octave F sixth octave C 

 

"h 
 

.e  

fourth octave G fifth octave D 

 

;f 
 

"j
 

 

sixth octave E fourth octave B 

Rules for the Use of Octave Marks  

Octave signs immediately precede notes whenever they 
are required. Because the intervals between notes 
determine whether octave marks are required, it is 
important to first review your knowledge of musical 
intervals.  

When computing an interval between notes, count the 
note names up or down, and include both the starting 
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 and ending notes. For the purposes of braille music, do 
not consider major, minor, augmented, or diminished 
intervals. The note name is all that matters. 

For example, working with just the white notes on a 
piano, the first eight intervals from middle C are as 
follows: 
 

prime:   
 ascending descending 

second:     

third:   

fourth:   

fifth:   

sixth:   

seventh:   

octave:    

Intervals continue to ninths, tenths, and beyond, as     
you know. Remember, these intervals are not auditory,  
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they are notational. For example, for purposes of braille 
music, C to C-sharp is considered a prime, and C to 
D-flat is a second, even though these sound identical. 
The term for notes that are written differently but     
sound  the same is enharmonic.  

Now read the rules for the use of octave marks. An 
example follows each rule. 
• The first note of every melody must be preceded by 

an octave mark. Also, the first note of every braille 
line requires an octave mark.  

In this example, the tune continues to a new line. Notice 
that the first note of the new line has an octave mark. 

 

#a "[[\\ ]:n mm  

  _\\[\ ) y<k 

• If the  dis tance  be tween the  two notes  is  an inte rva l 
of a  prime, second, or third, the  second note  does  
not  require an octave mark. 
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Notice that the next example starts with rests. As always, 
the first note of the melody requires the octave mark. Are 
any notes more distant than an interval of a prime, 
second, or third from the previous note? Since none are, 
and the tune does not occupy more than one braille line, 
no additional octave marks appear. 

 

#a vx"ggi ?xidi hggf]<k 

• If the  dis tance  be tween the  two notes  is  an inte rva l 
of a sixth or more, the second note does  require an 
octave mark. 

 

 

#a vv"? "['h] \]: ?s<k 

In this music from "My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean," the 
second note A is an interval of a sixth up from the first 
note C. Therefore, it requires the octave mark. 

What if the transcriber did not put an octave mark on   
the second note of this example? The reader would   
then play the A that is a third down from the previous 
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note C, following the first rule that no octave sign is 
needed when the interval is a third from the previous 
note. Do you see how important the octave sign is?  

• If the distance between the two notes is an interval 
of a fourth or a fifth, the second note requires an 
octave mark only if it is located in a different braille 
music octave. 

This is the most difficult rule to follow. Study the following 
intervals in print and braille. 

C to F   
 "?]  

The F is  a  fourth up from the  C. Both notes  a re  in the  
fourth octave . An octave  mark is  not required with the  F. 

B to E  
 _t"$  

The E is  a  fourth up from the  B. The  B is  in the  third 
octave ; the  E is  in the  fourth octave . Therefore , the  E 
requires  the  octave  mark. 
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A to D  

 "[:  

The D is  a  fifth down from the  A. Both notes  a re  in the  
fourth octave . An octave  mark is  not required with the  D. 

C to G  

 "d_h  

The G is  a  fourth down from the  C. The  G is  in the  third 
octave ; the  C is  in the  fourth octave . Therefore , the  G 
requires  the  octave  mark. 

As  a  transcribe r, making sure  correct octave  s igns  
appear where  they are  needed and only where  they are  
needed takes  many hours  of practice  and experience  
transcribing and proofreading. As  you can te ll from the  
rules  given here , a  seemingly small octave  s ign error 
means  a  bra ille  reader will read the  wrong note , which is  
frus tra ting.  

Music bra ille  code  has  many additiona l rules  about the  
use  of octave  s igns . For example , in the  format used     
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for keyboard music or scores with multiple parts, the first 
note of each new measure starts with an octave sign. 
Other situations require an octave sign, even when one 
would not otherwise appear. Some of these rules will be 
presented in later lessons. Use the rules given here as 
you continue to the section review. 

Section Review  

Transcribe the following intervals, paying attention to the 
need for octave marks, as well as the note values and 
bar lines. Then check your answers with those provided. 

 1. 
 

2.  

 3. 
 

4.  

 5. 
 

6. 
 

 7. 
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Answers 

 1. "rt 
 2. _f: 
 3. _q^[ 
 4. .y "( 

 5. .ie 
 6. _$ ^) 
 7. _["o 

Accidentals , Time Signatures,  and 
Key Signatures  

The topics in this section complete the most basic 
information you need to read braille music.  

Accidentals  

Sharps, flats, and naturals appear before a note in braille 
music. Learn these signs: 
% f  sharp < s fla t * d na tura l 

An octave  s ign a lways  appears  closes t to the  note . If an 
accidenta l appears  with the  note , it is  placed before  the  
octave  s ign. Read the  following examples . 

%"d   *.o 
 

fourth octave  C-sharp e ighth fifth octave  D-na tura l ha lf 
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%^]  <;&   

second octave F-sharp quarter sixth octave E-flat whole 

<_j  *"r  

third octave B-flat eighth  fourth octave G-natural half 

Time Signatures  

In braille music, the time signature is comprised of a pair 
of numbers unspaced from one another. The first number 
is the top number in a print time signature. It indicates 
how many beats are in each measure. It is brailled like a 
literary number, that is, with the number sign, followed by 
the number brailled in the top part of the braille cell. The 
second number is the lower number in a print time 
signature. It tells the value of each beat, for example, a 
quarter note, a half note, or an eighth note. It is brailled 
with no number sign in the lower part of the cell. Read the 
following examples: 

#d4  #c4  
four-four time three-four time 
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#f8  #b2  
six-eight time  two-two time 

The music braille symbols for common time and cut time 
are as follows: 
.c Ð common time  
_c -  cut time 

These  two symbols  a re  easy to remember because  they 
use  the  le tte r c in bra ille .  

The  time s igna ture  in bra ille  mus ic is  part of the  mus ic 
heading, which appears  on the  line  above  the  firs t line  of 
mus ic. Usua lly, the  mus ic heading is  centered, but 
sometimes  it appears  indented two spaces  from the  le ft 
margin. In this  course , short mus ic headings  appear 
indented two spaces  from the  margin for ease  of reading. 
Longer mus ic headings  a re  centered. You will practice  
time s igna tures  toge ther with key s igna tures , which are  
expla ined in the  next section. 
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Key Signatures  
In braille music, the key signature is also part of the 
music heading. It appears immediately before the time 
signature, with no space. 

In print music, the note names that are sharp or flat in a 
particular key are obvious because the sharps and flats 
are printed on the staff. Nevertheless, sighted musicians 
generally memorize the sequences of sharps and flats 
when learning scales, and musicians who read braille 
music do the same. 

The notation for one, two, or three sharps or flats is 
simply one, two, or three sharp or flat signs one after the 
other immediately before the time signature. Study the 
following examples. They are all in four-four time, and the 
major and minor keys are given in parentheses. 

%#d4 one  sharp (G major or E minor) 
<<#d4 two fla ts  (B-fla t major or G minor) 
%%%#d4 three  sharps  (A major or F-sharp minor) 

When the  key has  more  than three  sharps  or three  fla ts , 
the  nota tion is  s implified as  follows: the  number of fla ts  or 
sharps  is  s ta ted as  a  number with the  number s ign, 
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followed immediately by the flat or sharp sign. For 
example, the music heading for five flats (D-flat major or 
B-flat minor), four-four time, is as follows: 

#e<#d4 

Of course , when the  key s igna ture  has  no sharps  or fla ts  
(C major or A minor), nothing appears  before  the  time 
s igna ture .  

Now read two short melodies . These  include  mos t of the  
e lements  you have  learned so fa r, including accidenta ls , 
key s igna tures  and time s igna tures , and octave  marks . 

 

  <<#c4 

#a u_: _t\ \'%g\ s%] ov<k  

 

  #c8 

#a .h%g*g f<fe <edj d"h.d<k 
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Section Review  
Carefully transcribe the following music. Refer to the 
various charts included in the lesson. If a melody needs 
to go to a new line, indent the runover two spaces. Do not 
divide a measure at the end of a line. Be sure the first 
note of a new line has an octave mark. When you are 
done, compare your braille with the answers provided. 

 1.  

 

 2.  

 

 3.  

 

 4.  
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Answers 

 1.  
  <#b4 

#a .n *w<w s "dgid n *w? o "s<k 

 2.  
  %%#c4 

#a .]:w %s[ jdefgh \?v ]]] ]fedj w%[v 

  "t'<k 

 3.  
  %#b4 

#a "hji.e jhi.e j.f"g.e "f%.d:<k 

 4.  
  <#c4 

#j "? :'d*j<j s? :'%d*d*j <t_: $'e%d*d 

  _$'ed<j s? q<k 

This  section presented the  s igns  for accidenta ls : sharps , 
fla ts , and na tura ls . Remember, when the  octave  mark is  
needed, it is  placed closes t to the  note . You a lso learned 
about key s igna tures  and time s igna tures  in bra ille  mus ic. 

Summary  
This lesson illustrated some basic braille music    
symbols, including the notes of the scale and rests in   
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four different time values, as well as bar lines. It also 
explained the braille music system of octaves that takes 
the place of the staff and clefs. The last section presented 
the accidentals, time signatures, and key signatures.  

If you are teaching or coaching a braille reader, each of 
these topics should be introduced slowly with very short 
examples, and with a lot of practice and review. 
According to some teachers, it is easiest to begin 
teaching how to read music with rhythm only, using the 
note C. That way, the student learns one thing at a time. 
Have your student read and perform short rhythmic 
examples that combine eighth notes, quarter notes, half 
notes, and whole notes, using any percussive instrument 
or middle C on the piano. In a classroom situation, you 
might find that sighted students also start music reading 
with rhythms.  

Once a student can play rhythms, then introduce the 
notes of the scale with a piano or on that person's 
instrument. When introducing dotted rhythms, have the 
student again tap out the rhythms first and then learn the 
notes. 
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Assignment 1  

For general information on completing assignments, refer 
to the Getting Started instructions. Then start this 
assignment by giving your full name, address, and phone 
number. Also list the name of this course, Assignment 1, 
your instructor's name, and the date. Be sure to include 
the question number along with each answer. This 
assignment is worth 100 points. 

Choose the best response. (4 points each) 
 1. Using braille music, a person can: 

a. perceive a lot of symbols at once 
b. access all the symbols that appear in print music 
c. stop listening to recordings or taking music 

lessons 

 2. The staff and clefs are replaced in braille music by: 
a. special staff and clef symbols 
b. raised-line drawings 
c. octave signs 
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3.Louis Braille completed his development of the braille 

music code in: 
a. 1809 
b. 1997 
c. 1834 
d. 1934 

 4. Braille music is: 
a. international 
b. only used in the United States and Canada 
c. unchanged since Louis Braille invented it 

 5. The basic braille note shape is: 
a. an eighth note 
b. the note C 
c. a whole note 

Questions 6–12: Transcribe the notes and rests into 
braille music. Make sure you include octave signs only 
where they are needed. (2 points for each correct note or 
rest) 

 6.  
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 7.  

 8.  

 9.  

 10.  

 11.  

 12.  
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Questions 13–16: Choose the option that displays the 
correct braille transcription of the print music. (5 points 
each) 
 13.  

 

a .  
  <<.c 

#a "t?: t\] t?: w:n<k 

b.  
  <<_c 

#a "t?: t\] t?: w:n<k 

c.  
  <<_c 

#a "t?: t\] "t?: w:n<k 
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 14.  

 

a .  
  #f8 

#a "$f[' \h.?' dji\g ['\'<k 

b.  
  #f8 

#a "$f[ \h.? dji\%g [\<k 

c.  
  #f8 

#a "$f[' \h.?' dji\%g ['\'<k 

15.  

 

a .  
  %#c8 

#j _e \i je_e hh"d [j edi \<k 

b.  
  %#c8 

#a _e \i je_e hh"d [j edi \<k 

c.  
  %#c8 

#j _e \i je"e hh"d [j edi \<k 
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16.  

 

a .  
  %%#c4 

#a vv"gg sgg sgi .:?w w[v dj[? ov<k 

b.  
  %%#c4 

#a vv"gg sgg sgi .:?w w[v m m dj[? ov<k 

c.  
  %%#c4 

#a vv"gg sgg sgi .:?w w[v mm dj[? ov<k 

Ques tions  17–20. Transcribe  the  print mus ic in s ingle-line  
format. (6 points  each) 

 17.  

 

 
18. Transcribe  this  melody in two segments . Begin the  

second segment with measure  5. 
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19. 

 

 
20.  

 

The next ques tion does  not a ffect your grade . Answering 
it will he lp your ins tructor ge t to know you. 
 21. Give  your persona l reason(s ) for taking this  course . 

For example , you might begin by answering these  
ques tions , or provide  your own lis t. Fee l free  to 
describe  your mus ica l and bra ille  background. 
• Are  you working with, or a re  you a  family 

member of, a  child or adult who reads  lite rary 
bra ille  and is  ready to learn bra ille  mus ic?  If so, 
expla in your expected role  in the  process .  

• Do you have  an inte res t in becoming a  
profess iona l lite ra ry and mus ic bra ille  
transcriber?   
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Once you have completed this assignment, send it to 
your instructor. Then begin Lesson 2: Expressions and 
Other Procedures. 
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Lesson 2: Expressions and Other 
Procedure s 

The previous lesson introduced the basic signs for getting 
started with braille music, as well as the format for a single 
melody. This lesson takes you to the next step, with 
illustrations of and practice with musical expressions, 
including dynamics. The lesson also explains other braille 
music procedures. While much more knowledge and 
experience is needed to become fully competent in braille 
music, the information in this lesson will enable you to 
further help a person who is learning braille music. You 
will also have a better idea about braille music 
transcription as a profession. 

Objectives  

After completing this lesson, you will be able to transcribe 
the following in braille music: 
a. literary words and letters appearing within the music
b. ties and slurs
c. smaller time values and grouping
d. braille repeats
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Literary Words  and Letters  
Words that appear in braille music are always in 
uncontracted braille. This decision by the international 
body of braille authorities ensures that braille music is 
indeed an international code. (Some exemptions exist.) 

Words, letters, and abbreviations in music include titles 
and other introductory text, dynamic indications, tempo 
markings, and descriptions for tempo and mood. Words 
also appear as lyrics in songs. This section gives the rules 
for words that tell how to perform the music; words as 
lyrics are discussed in Lesson 3.  

Tempo and Mood  

Words at the beginning of a piece or at the start of a new 
section are usually indications for tempo and mood. Often 
these are in Italian, for example, Allegro and Andante. 
Such words appear in braille music as part of the music 
heading on the same line as the key signature and time 
signature, unless the length of the heading requires two 
lines. The tempo or mood word always begins with a 
capital sign, and the braille ends with a period even if the 
print does not. Longer music headings are centered. Study 
these examples. 
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,allegretto4 %%#b4 

When two or more mood words appear, only the first is 
capitalized. 

,very brightly4 #d%#f8 

Word -Sign Expressions  

Various combinations of letters, words, and abbreviations 
can appear within mus ic. Examples  a re  mf, cresc., and 
dim. Other symbols  tha t fa ll within this  ca tegory are  the  
"ha irpins"   and  . In bra ille  mus ic, these  a re  
ca lled word-s ign express ions . They are  introduced with 
the  word s ign, as  follows:  
> dots  345, the  word s ign

This  s ign te lls  the  reader to switch from reading mus ic 
code  to reading lite rary code . A word s ign a long with its  
lite rary character(s ) form a  word-s ign express ion. Two 
types  of word-s ign express ions  exis t in bra ille  mus ic. 
S ingle  word-s ign express ions  have  one  word,  
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abbreviation, letter, or letter combination. Longer 
expressions include any combination of two or more 
words, abbreviations, letters, and/or combinations of 
letters with one or more spaces. Read about each type of 
word-sign expression and study the examples. 

Single Word-Sign Expressions 
A single word-sign expression consists of a single word, 
letter, abbreviation, or letter combination with no spaces. It 
appears unspaced from the first note it affects. The note 
following a word-sign expression must have an octave 
mark, even if it would not otherwise be required. The 
octave mark prompts the reader to return to reading music 
code. Italics and other typeface emphases are ignored in 
braille. 

Examples of musical terms transcribed as single word-
sign expressions are f >f and pp >pp. A pe riod a t the  end 
of an abbrevia tion is  transcribed with a  dot 3. For example , 
rit. >rit' ends  with a  period in print and a  dot 3 in bra ille  
mus ic. 

S tudy this  short melody and its  transcription. The  s ingle  
word-s ign express ions  a re  emphas ized for you. 
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  %#c4 

#a >p_[hjef edjiw >mf"\gfef :dj[ 

>f"\_ijde $]fe >dim'"?w[ >p_rv<k 

Did you find and identify each of the word-sign 
expressions? Also notice the octave marks with the notes 
that immediately follow word-sign expressions. 

The transcriptions for crescendo and decrescendo are 
always abbreviated in braille as illustrated here, no matter 
how they are spelled in print. 
>cr' crescendo or cresc. 
>decr' decrescendo or decresc. 

The  ha irpin symbols  a re  transcribed with the  s ingle  bra ille  
le tte rs  c for crescendo and d for decrescendo, as  follows: 
>c   
>d   

In print mus ic, a  ha irpin can extend over many notes ,  and  
the  reader s tops  making a  change  in the  dynamic 
where  the  lines  end. In bra ille , if no other dynamic or 
ending occurs  to te ll the  bra ille  reader to s top changing the  
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dynamic, then the termination symbol is required 
immediately following the last note affected. Termination 
hairpin symbols are the lowered versions of the hairpin 
symbols, as follows: 
>3 te rminate  crescendo ha irpin 
>4 te rminate  decrescendo ha irpin 

S tudy the  following example . The  rule  about the  use  of an 
octave  mark with the  next note  following a  word-s ign 
express ion continues  to hold when the  next note  is  in a  
new measure , as  happens  he re  in measures  3 and 5 
following the  te rmination s igns . 

 

  %#d4 

#a >p"?[":'e >c"$?]'g>3 "hgf%ef*edj 

>d_[":w'h>4 _hgf%ef*edj {_:^r<k 

Termination ha irpin s igns  a re  unique  to bra ille  mus ic.  The  
transcriber decides  whether they are  needed based  

on the  s itua tion in the  print mus ic a t the  point where  the  
ha irpin ends . Another dynamic or a  double  bar occurring 
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at that point terminates the effect of the hairpin, so no 
termination sign is needed. 

 

  %%_c 

#a >c"][[ji ][[>3'v "][iiji >d"]fe$'e 

>c"][[ji ][[>3'x")y ::fdji >d"]$o<k 

The firs t crescendo ha irpin ends  in measure  2. A 
te rmination s ign is  necessary to te ll the  reader to s top 
ge tting louder. No te rmination s ign is  required a t the  end 
of measure  4, however, because  a  new dynamic begins  
immedia te ly in measure  5. Measure  6 is  like  measure  2. 
The  las t dynamic is  a  decrescendo ha irpin in the  las t 
measure . No te rmination s ign is  needed, because  the  
piece  has  ended with the  double  bar. Note : if the  s ign 
immedia te ly a fte r a  word-s ign express ion has  a  dot in the  
le ft s ide  of the  ce ll, a  dot 3 goes  be tween the  s ign and the  
express ion. Remember to use  an octave  s ign with the  
note  following any word-s ign express ion, including a  
ha irpin te rmina tion s ign, as  you see  with the  16th note  B in 
measure  6.  
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Two or more single word-sign expressions can follow one 
another with no space. Look at the dynamics preceding 
the first note of this music. 

  

  %%#b4 

#a v>mf>cr'"i.e ]"i.e ]"i.g high $v 

Longer Word-Sign Expressions 
A longer express ion cons is ts  of le tte rs , words , or le tte r 
combina tions  with one  or more  spaces . It begins  and ends 
with a  word s ign, and the  entire  express ion with its  s ta rting 
and ending word s igns  has  a  space  before  and afte r it. As  
with s ingle  word-s ign express ions , the  next note  requires  
an octave  mark, which te lls  the  reader to switch from 
lite rary to mus ic code , and it reminds  the  reader of the  
exact pitch of the  note  following the  inte rruption. S tudy this  
example . It is  divided into two segments  for ease  of 
reading. The  second segment s ta rts  with measure  7, 
shown a t the  margin. 
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  %#b4 

#a >f.\'g q >poco a poco dim'> .fhgh 

.fheh %dh"j.h "i.hgf 

#g >poco a poco cr'> .gfeg hgfh %"[w 

The Braille Music Hyphen 
If a longer expression occurs in the middle of a measure, 
at that point, the music is interrupted with a music hyphen, 
which looks like this: 
" dot 5 music hyphen 

After the longer expression, the measure continues. See 
how this works in measure 4 of the next example. 

 

  <<#f8 

#a >fast and lively> _jihhje fedjde 

"$e_hje $" >ever faster> "eefg efghej 

_ijdjde p'<k 
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Section Review  

A. Transcription 

Carefully transcribe the following music. If you need to go 
to a new line, do not divide in the middle of a measure. Be 
sure to use an octave mark with the first note of a new line 
and the first note after a word-sign expression. When you 
are done, compare your braille with the answers provided. 

 1. 

 

 2.  

 

 3.  
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Answers 

 1. 
             ,moderato4 <#c4 

#a >dolce"q$ $:>p"? "['j[ \>mf"defg 

  "\]>rit'"$ q'<k 

 2. 
             ,gently4 %%#c4 

#a >c"]fg[>3 .:"gf: >d_wij:>4 "]p o'<k 

 3. 
            ,allegretto4 <#c4 

#j >sempre legato> _? ]]\ ['h] 

  >cr'_wjdij \v>f_hi ww\ 

  "?" >dim' e rit'> "edji ihhghi >p_q<k 
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B. Multiple Choice 

Choose the correct print music to match the braille music 
given. 

 4. 
  <<#f8 

#j >dolce"g we?>sf.g >d.:'w' 

a .  

b. 
 

c. 
 

 

The correct answer is  (c). 0ption (a ) shows a  
crescendo ha irpin ins tead of a  decrescendo ha irpin. 
Option (b) shows  the  abbrevia tion decresc. ins tead of 
a  ha irpin. 
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5. 
  <#d4 

#a v_]w" >sempre legato> _[ :][": 

a .

b.

c.

The  correct answer is  (b). The  "sempre  lega to" e ffect 
begins  with the  las t quarte r note  of the  firs t measure . 
In options  (a ) and (c), "sempre  lega to" appears  with 
the  wrong note .   

This  section introduced mood and tempo words , as  we ll as  
s ingle  and longer word-s ign express ions . Because  of the  
spa tia l na ture  of print mus ic, transcribers  sometimes  have  
to make  a  bes t guess  as  to the  note  a ffected by a  word, 
le tte r, or ha irpin. A transcriber's  ability to inte rpre t the  
mus ic is  important in order to make  the  bes t decis ions  
about placements  of express ions , among other decis ions . 
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Ties and Slurs
In print music, a thin arc over or under notes can mean a 
tie or a slur, depending on the situation. In braille, ties and 
slurs are transcribed using different signs. 

Ties 

The sign for the tie is a two-cell symbol, as follows: 
 @c dots  4, 14 the  tie  

The  tie  comes  immedia te ly a fte r the  firs t of the  two notes  
tha t a re  tied. In these  examples  the  tie  s igns  and the  notes  
tha t a re  a ffected are  emphas ized for you. 

  %%#f8 

#a >mp":'@cefd :'@cegi [h]' 

Notice  tha t the  tie  comes  afte r the  dot of the  dotted 
quarte r. The  next example  illus tra tes  a  tie  over a  bar line . 
The  tie  s ign comes  before  the  space . Jus t for practice , pay 
a ttention to the  measure  numbers  in the  next two 
examples . 
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  <#c4 

#dc "]>p_[? q'@c qv<k 

As in print, if the note that is tied has an accidental, that 
accidental continues to be in effect, but it is not restated 
with the second note. 

 

  #d4 

#ae "?d<j<idg<i@c ihghn 

Slurs  

Musical phrases and legato (smooth) playing are shown 
with slurs. In music braille, two types of slurs exist: short 
and long. Short slurs cover two, three, or four notes. Long 
slurs cover five or more notes.  

The slur sign is as follows: 
c dots 14 slur 

Short Slur 
When four or fewer notes are slurred, the slur sign 
appears after every note except the last. For example: 
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  _c 

#j _fcg \dcj?"? wicj\ecf ]^jciw_\ 

_gcfcecf?<k 

The braille slur does not appear before a note.  

Long Slur 
Slurs that cover five or more notes can be transcribed in 
two ways. Use the following tune to learn each method. 

 

Double Slur Method: A double slur sign follows the first 
note of the phrase, and a single slur sign appears 
following the next-to-last note. 

  %#d4 

#a >p.sccji*hcg gccf%efgch"jc.f 

*.ecc%djijdecf ]ccih]c$<k 

Bracket Slur Method: In this method, a pair of bracket 
slurs enclose the phrase. The signs for the bracket slur 
are illustrated here, followed by a transcription of the same 
tune using this method. 
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;b opening bracket slur 
^2 closing bracket slur 

  %#d4 

#a >p;b.sji*hg^2 ;bgf%efgh^2"jc.f 

;b*.e%djijdef^2 ;b]ih]$^2<k 

The shapes of the two-cell signs for the bracket slurs 
suggest the beginning and ending of an arc in print: the 
opening bracket slur going up, and the closing bracket slur 
coming down. Notice that the single word-sign expression 
comes before the opening bracket slur sign. 

Section Review  

A. Transcription 

Carefully transcribe each of these melodies. For the tune 
with long slurs, do it twice. First use the double slur 
method, and then use the bracket method. When you are 
done, compare your braille with the transcription provided. 

 1.  
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2. 

Answers 

1. 

  %#f8 

#a _\'@chgf :'@cedj ['@cijd w'\'<k 

2. us ing double  s lur s igns  for long s lurs

  %#d4 

#a >f.\cgcfc:: $cecdcww .hccgfe%defdc 

  .:"[:v<k 

Notice  tha t the  te rmination s lur appears  following the  fina l 
C in measure  3, which is  the  next-to-las t note  in the  
phrase , not before the quarter note D. 

2. using bracket slur signs for long slurs

  %#d4 

#a >f.\cgcfc:: $cecdcww ;b.hgfe%defd 

  .:^2"[:v<k 
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B. Multiple Choice 

Choose the correct print music to match the braille music 
given. 

 3. 
  <#c4 

#a >p"qc[ nc[ tc.\ gcf$v  

a . 
 

b. 
 

c.  

 

The correct answer is  (c). In option (a ), phrases  a re  
not marked. In option (b), one  long phrase  is  shown 
ins tead of a  number of short s lurs . 
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 4. 
  <#c4 

#a >cr'"[cwc: ;bedjihg^2 >f"\cw$ q'<k 

a .
 

 

 

b.
 

 

 

c.
 

 

The correct answer is  (a ). In option (b), measure  2 
indica tes  short s lurs  ins tead of a  long phrase . In 
option (c), the  long s lur ends  in the  wrong place . 

This  section expla ined ties , as  we ll as  the  nota tions  for 
phras ing. You practiced short and long s lurs , and you 
learned two ways  to transcribe  long s lurs . In Lesson 3, you 
will learn about s lurs  in voca l mus ic.  

Smaller Time Values and Grouping  
Braille music is a very efficient code. You do not need to 
learn new symbols for 16th, 32nd, 64th, and 128th notes 
and rests. Each of these uses one of the characters for the 
larger values: whole, half, quarter, and eighth. Braille 
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music also provides a way to group smaller note values 
similar to the way notes are beamed in print. 

Smaller Time Values  

Study the following chart, adapted from De Garmo, 
Introduction to Braille Music Transcription. The last column 
of this chart provides a way to remember which values are 
represented by the same symbols. The note C represents 
note values. 

 Notes Rests Memory Aid 

eighth and 128th 
r   i  R  I  

1/8 and 1/128 

 d X 
 

quarte r and 64th e  u  E  U 1/4 and 1/64 

 
? V 

 

ha lf and 32nd w  y    Y 
1/2 and 1/32 

 
n U 

 

whole  and 16th q  t    T no memory a id 

 
y M 
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The use of identical symbols for two time values is rarely 
confusing because the number of notes and rests in a 
measure nearly always makes it easy to determine their 
values. For example, in four-four time, a measure with 
only one note that has dots 3 and 6 must be a whole note 
in order to equal a full measure. This lesson illustrates 
only up to 16th values. Once you learn 16ths, smaller note 
and rest values will not be a problem. 

Find all the 16th notes in both the print and the braille in 
the following example, which is part of the familiar folk 
tune, "Auld Lang Syne." As you do so, notice that you 
could not mistake 16th notes for whole notes. 

 

  %#B4 

#J "E H'=HJ I'(IJ H'(JE $'F E')JH I'(I)! 

"H'&FE \'<k 
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Grouping  

In print instrumental music, as well as some vocal music, 
16th notes are typically beamed, like this: 

The beams connecting four 16th notes  in four-four time 
he lp the  s ighted reader see  bea ts . 

Bra ille  mus ic a lso has  a  method to he lp the  reader discern 
metric pa tte rns  with 16th notes  or smalle r va lues . The  firs t 
note  is  written in its  true  va lue . The  others  in the  group are  
written as  e ighths , but played according to the  va lue  of the  
firs t note . For example , the  measure  shown above  can be  
transcribed as  follows: 

  #D4 

"YJDE&EFG(HIJYEFF 

Notice  how easy it is  to disce rn the  four major bea ts . 

Notes  can be  grouped according to the  following rules . 
Each rule  is  followed by an illus tra tive  example . 
• Grouping can never occur immedia te ly before  a  true

e ighth note , as  tha t would be  confus ing.
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  #c4 

#a "(!<)yij\ .e"h%](ghi <j'yddjd .o'<k 

Notice that the four 16th notes in measure 1 are not 
grouped in braille, because the eighth-note A immediately 
follows. However, the four 16th notes in measure 2 are 
grouped because a bar line (space) separates the group 
from the eighth-note B-flat that begins measure 3.  

• No fewer than three notes can be grouped.

  #d4 

#a .$f'&f=&zdji 

Notice the two 16th notes F and E in the third beat, which 
must be transcribed as true 16th notes. The four 16th 
notes of beat 4 can be grouped. (Though you have not 
learned about triplets, 16th-note and smaller value triplets 
can be grouped, if other conditions make it possible to do 
so.) 
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• Only notes comprising major beats or subdivisions of
a beat may be grouped.

You have already seen four 16th notes grouped in four-
four time. This example is in a different meter. 

 ,vivace4 %#c8 

#a .(edege jhh .dii jhh =i.e"igi 

"&h.d"hfh efg \'<k 

The major bea t in three-e ight time is  one  dotted quarte r or 
three  e ighths  per measure . In this  case , the  transcriber 
can group s ix 16th notes  toge ther. This  is  a lso poss ible  in 
s ix-e ight time and other compound meters  (meters  in 
which a  bea t is  divided into three).  

It would be  incorrect to transcribe  the  following measures  
as  illus tra ted next. (For s implicity, this  example  does  not 
show the  time s igna ture , which would be  three-e ight time.) 
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"g!.e"ig f(.d"hf 

Four 16th notes together do not constitute a major beat in 
three-eight time, so it is not possible to group them. And 
two 16ths cannot be grouped. Rather, these measures 
must be transcribed with true 16th notes as follows: 
"g!.z"!= f(.y"(& 

As you can see, octave signs do not interfere with 
grouping. 

• A group may begin with a rest of the same value, but 
if a rest occurs in another other place within the 
group, notes are transcribed in their true value.  

Now look at a previous example with a little variation. The 
first note of each 16th-note group has been replaced with 
a rest. Following the preceding rule, grouping is allowed 
when the group begins with a rest. Of course, when an 
octave sign is required, it appears before the note, not 
before the rest. 
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 ,vivace %#c8 

#a m.edege jhh .dii jhh mi.e"igi 

m"h.d"hfh efg \'<k 

The next example has rests that are not the first of four 
16th values. Therefore, grouping is not possible. 

  %#b4 

#a "je(=(m (m=&z)e 

Phrase and dynamic marks do not interfere with grouping, 
as illustrated in the next example. This example has a lot 
of different elements. Try to identify every braille character 
and match it with the print music. 

,allegro4 %#b4 

#a >p.[)cic*hcg =cfc%ecf=ch"jc.f 

>d;b*.z%dji>c")def^2>3 ;b.g!(gf^2<k
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Section Review  

A. Transcription 

Carefully transcribe the following music. Use braille 
grouping where possible. When you are done, compare 
your braille to the transcription provided. 

 1. 

 

 2. 

 

 3. Use  bracket s lur s igns  for the  long s lurs . 

 

 

Answers 

 1. 
  <<#b4 

#a "!dji)de*f gggg 

 2. 
  <<<#c4 

#j >p"=hge $?>f*"!jig w:>p"=hge $?"[ t<k 
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3. 
  %%.c 

#a ;b.zfgh!)yz^2ecyczjc!c) 

;b.=(%(!g&z^2;b%z&=*(f*zy^2 ou<k 

B. Multiple  Choice

Select the  correct print mus ic to match the  bra ille  mus ic 
given. As  this  mus ic is  rhythmic only, it is  transcribed us ing 
the  note  C.  

4. 
  #c4 

yddd?dd 

a . 

b. 

c. 

The  correct answer is  (c). 

This  section illus tra ted the  symbols  used for smalle r 
va lues , which are  the  same as  those  for la rger va lues . 
Context te lls  the  reader which va lue  is  correct. The  section 
a lso expla ined about grouping smalle r va lues  to make  
reading eas ie r. 
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Braille Repeats  
One of the most notable differences between print and 
braille music notation is the elaborate system of repeats 
used in braille. In addition to the usual repeat signs used 
in both print and braille (see the list of common braille 
symbols), several repeat methods are unique to music 
braille and are used extensively in transcriptions. The 
most common of these methods uses the repeat sign, as 
follows: 
7 (dots  2356) bra ille  repea t s ign 

The  repea t s ign can show the  repe tition of an entire  
measure , ca lled the  "full-measure  repea t." It can a lso be  
used to show a  repe tition of a  portion within a  measure . In 
tha t case , it is  ca lled the  "part-measure  repea t." This  
section illus tra tes  the  use  of the  full measure  repea t s ign. 
The  part-measure  repea t is  an advanced technique  in 
bra ille  mus ic, which is  beyond the  scope  of this  
introductory bra ille  mus ic course . Other more  advanced 
repea t methods  involve  numbers  and measure  numbers , 
and are  a lso beyond the  scope  of this  short course . 
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The measure repeat sign means to play the previous 
measure again exactly, including all the notes, values, and 
musical information that occurred in the first instance. You 
may be  familia r with the  print symbol : , which is  used in 
band and orches tra  parts . In bra ille , the  repea t s ign is  
used in a ll types  of mus ic. 

A measure  repea t s ign replaces  a  measure . That means  a  
space  comes  before  a  repea t s ign (or before  any s ign tha t 
modifies  the  repea t s ign). A space , representing a  bar line , 
or an ending, such as  a  double  bar, follows  a  bra ille  repea t 
s ign. S tudy these  examples , in which the  second measure  
is  a  repea t of the  firs t. 

 

  %#b4 

#a >f.hc=c&cee 7 ;b(gfe%yefd e^2gex<k 

 

  %#f8 

#a "jdj.$' 7 >d"jdjihg \g$'<k 

 
A measure  may be  repea ted more  than once . If the  
measure  is  to be  repea ted twice , two repea t s igns   
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appear, each time between empty spaces, as in the next 
example. Remember that all marks in the first instance are 
repeated, so the phrasing in this case is exactly the same 
each time. 

 

  %#D4 

#a ;b"hefegefg^2 7 7 (<k 

If a  measure  is  repea ted consecutive ly three  or more  
times , a  diffe rent nota tion appears . In such a  case , only 
one  repea t s ign is  used, followed immedia te ly by a  
number s ign and the  appropria te  number in lite rary bra ille . 
This  te lls  you how many times  the  measure  is  repea ted 
(not how many times  the  measure  occurs  in success ion). 
A free  space  is  le ft on each s ide  of the  combination. Read 
the  following symbol for a  repea t of a  measure  five  times . 

7#e Repeat the  previous  measure  five  times . That is , 
play tha t measure  s ix times  in a ll.  

Afte r a  measure  repea t with a  number s ign, the  next note  
has  an octave  s ign. (In fact, whenever a  number  
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sign appears in the body of music, the next note will have 
an octave sign.) Study this short example. 

 

            ,lightly4 <<#b4 

#a _eev 7#c ^jegg hhdd eeee ^r@c r<k 

Repeats  can be  modified by dynamics . For example  the  
firs t occurrence  can be  marked forte , and the  repea t 
piano, like  this . Note  tha t when the  s ign immedia te ly 
following a  word-s ign express ion has  a  dot in the  le ft s ide  
of the  ce ll, the  express ion is  followed by a  dot 3, except 
when it is  another word s ign. 

 

  #d4 

#a >f.ddeefd: >p'7 

A repea t can a lso be  in a  diffe rent octave . The  octave  s ign 
before  the  repea t te lls  the  reader a t what pitch to play the  
repea ted measure . Notice  the  fourth-octave  s ign before  
the  repea t in the  next example . 
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  #d4 

#a >f.ddeefd: >p"7 

Section Review

A. Transcription

Carefully transcribe the following examples. When you are 
done, compare your braille with the transcription provided. 

1. 

2. This is a longer version of the example used in the
explanation. Transcribe this music in two segments,
beginning the second segment with measure 5. Be
sure to include all the dynamics.
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Answers 

 1.  
  %%%#D4 

#a ^jiji_p 7 ededefef gfgfo<k 

 2.  
  #D4 

#a >f.ddeefd: >p"7 >c"ddeef'=hh>3 "idjir 

#e >f"iidihf\ >p'7 >mf"h((hefh: f=(gen<k 
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B. Multiple Choice

Choose the correct print music to match the braille music 
given. 

3. 
  %%#c4 

#a >p^w_p ?jd[ _:$] fcecdcj[ _[hgfe 7 

_$\? o'<k 

a . 

b. 

c.
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The correct answer is (b). Option (a) shows no repeat. 
Option (c) shows a repeat of the wrong measure. 

This section explained the full-measure music repeat sign. 
Using repeats in braille music helps readers learn and 
memorize the music. 

Summary  
Lessons 1 and 2 complete the basic instruction this course 
provides in braille music. The list of common braille music 
symbols included with your course materials provides 
many signs that you can learn on your own. The next 
lessons in this course explain different formats and 
present some of the symbols necessary to read those 
formats.  
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Assignment 2  

For general information on completing assignments, refer 
to the Getting Started instructions. Then start this 
assignment by giving your full name, address, and phone 
number. Also list the name of this course, Assignment 2, 
your instructor's name, and the date. Be sure to include 
the question number along with each answer. This 
assignment is worth 100 points. 

Choose the correct transcription of the following: (5 points 
each) 
 1. mood word "Allegro" at the start of a piece 

 a. ,,allegro4 
 b. ,allegro 
 c. ,allegro4 

 2. mf 
 a . >mf 
 b. <mf 
 c. mezzo forte 
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Choose the best option to complete the following: (5 points 
each) 
 3. A word-sign expression:  

 a. is any combination of letters, words, and 
abbreviations 

 b. ends with the word sign, dots 345 
 c. can include braille contractions 

 4. A single word-sign expression: 
 a. may have several words and include a space 
 b. is a single word, letter, abbreviation, or letter 

combination with no spaces  
 c. is followed by a space 

 5. A longer word-sign expression: 
 a. is unspaced from the notes it affects 
 b. can be a single letter 
 c. is preceded and followed by a space 

 6.  The braille hyphen, dot 5:  
 a. indicates an interruption in a measure for a 

longer word-sign expression 
 b. is a slur mark 
 c. is a dot, adding one-half the value of the note to 

itself 
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7. The tie symbol:
a. appears twice: once after the first note and again

before the second note
b. appears after a note that is tied
c. is the same as the slur symbol

8. The short slur is:
a. two slurred notes
b. five or fewer slurred notes
c. four or fewer slurred notes

9. The long slur is:
a. five or more slurred notes
b. four or fewer slurred notes
c. two short slurs

 10. The grouping device may be used with:
a. four 16th notes in six-eight time
b. six 16th notes in four-four time
c. four 16th notes in four-four time
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Questions 11–17: You are given incomplete transcriptions. 
Copy and complete them by including the mood words, 
dynamics, ties, and slurs. Be sure to insert octave marks 
at the start of new lines and after word-sign expressions. 
Center long music headings. 

11. (4 points)

  #f8 

#a "$f[' \h.?' dji\%g ['\'<k 

12. (6 points )

  %%#f8 

#a "ggg\h ihgfgh ieh]f :'@c:'<k 

13. (5 points )

  %_c 

#a _w'dWv ?'e:'f $:?[ wv\v $v"p<k 
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14. (5 points)

  <<<#c8 

#a x.ji hgf edj w' jde $d wx<k 

15. (4 points )

  <<<#c4 

#a "[w[ \][ r' r' t' s' r' r'<k 

16. Use bracket s lurs for the long s lurs . Word s ign
express ions come before opening bracket 
s lurs . (7 points)

  %.c 

#a _jehgfghi hedjd:e fhih]fg hej"fej\<k 
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17. Use double slurs for the long slurs. (7 points)

  %%%#c4 

#a .?'e? p$ "w'dw o: "s[ tw n: nw<k 

Questions 18–20: Choose the option that illustrates 
the best braille transcription. (4 points each) 
18.  

a . 
,allegro4 %#c4 

#a "\x_(j!dje ?m_hid)edf :x)eyfe*g 

  "&*gefyfeg&h%gi \_\v<k 

b. 
,allegro4 %#c4 

#a "\x_()!dje ?m_hid)edf :x)zyfe*g 

  "&*gefyfeg&h%gi \_\v<k 

c. 
,allegro4 %#c4 

#a "\x_()!y)z ?m_(!y)zy& :x)zy&z*= 

  "&*=z&y&z=&(%=! \_\v<k 
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19. Note: A dot 3 is required after the mezzo-forte sign
because the sharp sign that follows it has a dot in the
left side of the braille cell.

a . 
,allegretto4 #c8 

#a x>mf'%"zfgf iih hgf &ghgfg f%z&=& iih 

>decr'"&gfedj ['<k

b. 
,allegretto4 #c8 

#a x>mf'%"z&=& iih hgf &ghgfg f%z&=& iih 

>decr'"&gfedj ['<k

c. 
,allegretto4 #c8 

#a x>mf'%"z&=& iih hgf &=(=&= f%z&=& iih 

>decr'"&=&zy) ['<k
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 20. 

a . 
 ,moderato4 <<<#c4 

#a >mf"fcgc\c] _fcgc\c] ;b"$.?w ?w^2v 

_ecfc]c$ >p_ecfc]c$ ;b_eihgfe p'^2<k 

b. 
 ,moderato4 <<<#c4 

#a >mf"fcgc\c] 7 ;b"$.?w ?w^2v _ecfc]c$ 

  _7 ;b_eihgfe p'^2<k 

c. 
 ,moderato4 <<<#c4 

#a >mf"fcgc\c] _7 ;b"$.?w ?w^2v _ecfc]c$ 

>p'7 ;b_eihgfe p'^2<k

Once you have completed this ass ignment, send it 
to your instructor. Then begin Lesson 3: Vocal Music. 
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Lesson 3: Vocal Music

Lessons 1 and 2 introduced you to the basics of single-line 
music braille. This lesson explains vocal music, with 
words, music, and sometimes chord symbols together. By 
international agreement, all song text is transcribed in 
uncontracted braille. Also, all titles, directions, and 
transcriber’s notes are in uncontracted braille, as they are 
in other braille music formats. Exceptions to this rule are 
made for hymns and chants, as well as for music to be 
used by school children up to grade 6. 

Learning about the format for vocal music will allow you to 
help a person who wants to read songs or choral parts. 
The information in this lesson also provides additional 
stimulus if you are interested in becoming a braille music 
transcriber. 

Objectives  

After completing this lesson, you will be able to explain 
a. line-by-line format for vocal music
b. the method for repeated words and phrases
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c. slurs in vocal music
d. the format for words with chord symbols

Line -by-Line Format
The format that is used for a vocal solo is referred to as 
"line-by-line." In this format, two braille lines appear one 
above the other as one unit or parallel. The first line has 
the words, the line under it has the music. In print, the 
words appear directly above or below the notes they are 
sung with, but in braille that is not the case—words and 
music are not aligned. The reader relies on the syllables to 
fit words to music. 

The music header appears as you learned in the previous 
lesson. In each parallel, the line for the lyrics begins at the 
margin, and the music line is indented two spaces 
(indented to the third space). In short songs, measure 
numbers are not shown.  

In the following simple song, the print music is in three 
lines to match the three parallels in the transcription, so 
you can study it more easily. Notice how the words and 
the music of each parallel fit together. 
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  <#f8 

,oh1 give me a home where the 

  "D DGH[=& 

buffalo roam1 ,where the 

  "E'")Jw!) 

deer and the antelope play1 

  .?"==g'&g \'@c\ 

Within each parallel, you have a note in the second line for 
each syllable in the first line. Be sure you are able to 
match the notes with the syllables. One syllable is sung for 
the combined duration of tied notes. 

Typically, the words require more space than the notes. 
Also, it helps the reader to have words in a poetic line 
together. For these reasons, transcribers often arrange 
lines according to the words, not the music. For example, 
in the song "Home on the Range," the lines of the lyrics 
would be as follows: 
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Oh, give me a home 
where the buffalo roam, 
Where the deer and the antelope play, 

A division of the word line according to the lyrics—at 
"home" and "roam"—means dividing the music of 
measures 1 and 2 after the quarter notes and continuing 
the measures on the next lines. When this happens, the 
music hyphen appears at the point of the division. Recall 
the music hyphen from Lesson 2: 
" dot 5 music hyphen 

Now read the same part of the song transcribed so 
the word lines match the poetry l ines. Notice the 
music hyphen at the ends of the firs t two music l ines. 

  <#f8 

,oh1 give me a home 

  "D DGH[" 

where the buffalo roam1 

  "=& E'")Jw" 

,where the deer and the antelope play1 

  "!) ?"==g'&g \'@c\ 

Be aware that  d i f ferent  transcribers  wi l l  make 
d i f ferent  decis ions. Both of the transcriptions of this 
song excerpt are correct.  
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Often, transcribers are asked to provide a transcription of 
one part in a choral score for a participant who is a braille 
reader. In that case, the transcription will look very much 
like a solo song, but it will probably have rehearsal marks, 
print page indications, and some measure numbers. That 
way, during rehearsals, the braille reader can follow the 
same instructions as those given to sighted singers, such 
as "go to the top of page seven," or "begin at rehearsal 
letter D." Transcribers learn to insert these markings 
carefully, as they allow a braille reader to participate 
equally and independently. 

If measure numbers need to be included, they are placed 
at the margins of word lines of selected parallels. It is not 
usually necessary to include measure numbers for every 
line. The next example illustrates a soprano part of the 
end of "America the Beautiful" at measure 15. The 
previous measures of the piece are represented by an 
arbitrary number of dot 3s. Notice the measure number 15 
preceding the word brotherhood. 
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  %%%#d4 

'' ''''''''' ''' ''''''' ''''' 

'''''' '''' '''' 

#ae brotherhood From 

  "['f$$ 

sea to shining sea 

  "][$w s'v<k 

When rehearsal letters appear in the print, they are 
transcribed surrounded by word signs. Sometimes they 
are on a free line above the word line, and sometimes they 
are at the margin of a word line, depending on the 
situation. The next example illustrates a rehearsal letter in 
an excerpt from the soprano part of "My Country 'Tis of 
Thee". Notice the rehearsal letter A before the word Land. 
This is not the start of the song, so no music heading 
appears in the transcription.  

>,a> ,land where my fathers died1 

  .??? ?'j[ 
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Section Review

A. Transcription

Carefully transcribe the short excerpts given here, 
including the words and the music. If no double bar 
appears in the print, do not put one in the braille. Note: a 
music hyphen, dot 5, appears when a final printed 
measure is incomplete.  

1. 

2. This exercise is an excerpt from a song beginning
with measure 19. Braille the music heading. You 
can use dot 3s to represent previous words and 
music. Include the measure number in its proper 
place, and begin a new parallel with the word 
"and." Don't forget the music hyphen.
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3. Start the second parallel with the word Fifteen, and be
sure to put the rehearsal letter in its place.

Answers 

1. 
  %%#c4 

,when ,irish eyes are smiling 

  "[ q] p: ]s@c [" 

2. 
 ,moderately4 %%#d4 

''' 

  ''' 

#ai ,lemon tree very pretty1 

  "\[ t?w j\'" 

and the lemon flower is sweet4 

 .?'j j\'.ddw s" 

3. 
  .c 

,i've got a mule1 and her name is ,sal1 

  ":e'z]g'= h\'[v 

>,a> ,fifteen miles on the ,erie ,canal4 

  "[[[e'& g'z$:v<k 
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B. Multiple Choice

Turn the page and choose the correct print music to match 
the braille music given. 
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4. 
,adagio4 #d4 

,thou art thy mother's glass1 and 

  u'%"] <w?<:: *z@c ov\ 

>,a> she in thee 

  %.o': <p'" 

,calls back the lovely ,april1 

  "\ .?:$$ qq 

a . 

b. 

c.
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The correct answer is (b), with rehearsal letter A on 
measure 5. Option (a) has rehearsal letter A on 
measure 3, and option (c) has it on measure 8.  

This section introduced the braille music format for vocal 
music, called line-by-line. Next, learn about one of the 
procedures that makes it easier to read vocal music in 
braille. 

Repeated W ords  and Phrases
As you may have noticed in the previous section, the 
words generally occupy more space than the music in 
each parallel. It is useful, therefore, to have a short way to 
indicate repeated words or phrases instead of writing them 
out. This procedure not only saves space, but also 
reduces reading time. To show repeated words and 
phrases, opening and closing repetition signs are used. 
Study the following chart: 

opening sign closing sign 
one repetition 9 9

two repe titions 99 9 

three  (or more) 
repe titions  

#c9 9 
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Word repetition signs may only be used when the entire 
word or phrase repetition fits on the same line, and the 
corresponding music fits on the following line. 

One Repetition  

When a word or phrase is repeated one time, the word 
repetition sign appears unspaced immediately before and 
after the word or phrase. The refrain of the song, "Home 
on the Range" is an excellent example to illustrate a single 
repeat of a word. 

  %#c4 

9,home9 on the range2 

  .o' ?w'i t'@c t" 

The first line of the "Song of the Volga Boatmen" illustrates a 
s ingle phrase repetition. Notice that  the measure repeat  
s ign can a lso be used in voca l music. 
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  %#d4 

9,heave away home9 

  "hf[p 7 

,pull your part of the load 

  "\.?jy)[ 

,heave away home 

  "hf[p 

More Than One Repetition 

When a word or phrase is repeated twice (sung three 
times), the double word repetition sign is the opening sign, 
and a single repetition sign is the closing sign. Again, no 
spaces separate the signs from the words. An example of 
this follows. Look at the end of the second word line in the 
braille. 

  %#d4 

,pack up your troubles in your 

  ":efedjd 

old kit-bag and 99,smile9 

  ":"ww[ rp z 

Did you find the repetition of the word smile? It is repeated 
twice; that is, the word is sung three times with the final 
three notes. The only punctuation that is shown with the 
last occurrence of a repeated word or phrase is 
transcribed. 
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When a word or phrase is repeated three or more times 
(sung four or more times), the opening sign is the number 
sign, the number of repetitions, and the word repetition 
sign. The closing sign is the single word repetition sign. 
The end of "Row, Row, Row Your Boat" illustrates this 
situation.  

  #c4 

#c9,merrily49 ,life is but a dream4 

  .??? "\\\ $$$ ??? r] p: n'<k 

Section Review

A. Transcription

In the following exercises, the music is transcribed for you. 
The word lines are empty. Copy the music lines, and write 
the braille for the word lines to complete each parallel. 
Remember: use the punctuation that appears with the final 
occurrence of a repeated word or phrase. When you are 
done, compare your braille to the complete transcriptions 
provided. 
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1. 

2. 

Answers 

1. 
  #d4 

9,hail69 ,the gang's all here4 

  .p$'e :?"r 

2. 
  %#f8 

9,away9 99with rum by gum9 

  _j:j: j\j\ h[i[ iwe: 
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B. Multiple Choice

Choose the correct braille transcription to match the print 
music given. 

3. 

a . 
  %#c4 

99,daisy19 ,give me your answer1 do1 

  .o' t' r' O' $]\ p\ o' 

b. 
  %#c4 

9,daisy19 ,give me your answer1 do1 

  .o' t' r' O' $]\ p\ o' 

c. 
  %#c4 

#b9,daisy19 ,give me your answer1 do1 

  .o' t' r' O' $]\ p\ o' 

The correct answer is (b). Option (a) has the 
word Daisy repeated twice for  a  tota l  of  three 
occurrences.  Option (c) has an incorrect 
opening for word repetition. 
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4. 

a . 
  #d%#d4 

99,all my loving 

v.fey"(@c\' v.hg=&@c$' vhg&=@c]'

,i will send to you4 

  x*.(=g'&p<k 

b. 
  #d%#d4 

#c9,all my loving9 

v.fey"(@c\' v.hg=&@c$' vhg&=@c]'

,i will send to you4 

  x*.(=g'&p<k 

c. 
  #d%#d4 

99,all my loving9 

v.fey"(@c\' v.hg=&@c$' vhg&=@c]'

,i will send to you4 

  x*.(=g'&p<k 

The correct answer is (c). In option (a), the 
clos ing repetition s ign is miss ing. Option (b) 
has the phrase repeated three times for a 
tota l of four occurrences, which is too many.  
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This section explained how to indicate repeated words and 
phrases in braille music. When used properly, it saves a 
lot of space and makes learning a new song easier. 

Slurs in Vocal Music
In print, either a solid line or a series of hyphens following 
a syllable indicates that it is held over multiple notes. A 
slur mark does not always appear over the notes in print. 

In braille music, the vocal slur sign is used in the music 
line to show that a syllable is sung with multiple notes. It is 
the same sign as the slur sign used in instrumental music, 
c, dots 14. However, when it is used in voca l music, it 
is termed the "syllabic slur." As in instrumenta l music, 
slurs can be short, covering four or fewer notes, or 
long, covering more than four notes .  
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Short Syllabic Slur  

As an example of a short syllabic slur, the beginning of the 
"Star-Spangled Banner" has two notes on the first syllable. 

  <<#c4 

,oh say1 can you see8 

  "g'cz w:] t" 

Notice the s lur in braille between the firs t two notes. It 
means the word Oh is  sung for the duration of the two 
notes.  

Long Syllabic Slur 

If a syllable is sung over more than four notes the 
double s lur s ign cc, dots 14, 14, appears af ter  the 
f i rs t  note and the single slur s ign, c, appears af ter  
the last-to-last note. Recall that this is one way to 
show a long slur in ins trumenta l music, a lso. The 
bracket slur is never used as a syllabic s lur in voca l 
mus ic. Read the next example, which illustrates a long 
syllabic s lur. 
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  <#d4 

,GLORIA 

  .NCCEDJI TDJIH SJIHGC \'DN 

The single slur sign appears following the F at the end of 
measure 3. The reader then knows that the dotted quarter 
G is the last note of the syllabic slur, and next syllable of 
the word Gloria goes with the next note, an eighth-note C. 
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Section Review

A. Transcription

In these exercises, the word lines are done for you, but 
one or two of the braille music lines is empty, indicated by 
a line of blank braille cells. Copy the lines that are given, 
and complete the missing line(s), paying attention to 
words sung on more than one syllable. When you are 
done, compare your braille with the transcriptions 
provided. 

1. Remember, a tie and a slur are not the same symbol.
A syllable is sung for the combined duration of tied
notes.
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2. Note: while it is possible to repeat the phrase "I want
to hold your hand," the transcriber chose not to do so
in this case.
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Answers 

1. 

  <#d4 

,hey ,jude1 don't make it bad2 

  .? s@ciide "rv" 

take a sad song and make it better4 

  "hi w.]@cggfd eyc)csv 

2. 

  %#d4 

,when ,i say that something 

  .f e'cycwvje d'c)[u 

,i want to hold your hand1 

  x"jjjwj.j@c ) 

,i want to hold your hand1 

x.hgf:? e'ccyj'!)!Chv

B. Multiple Choice

Turn the page and choose the correct braille 
music to match the print music given. 
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3. 

a . 
  %#c4 

,tell me why the skies are blue1 

  ":$] \w'i r[ t' 

,and ,i will tell you why ,i love you4 

  "w?w $['h ]w[ r'<k 

b. 
  %#c4 

,tell me why the skies are blue1 

  ":c$] \cw'i r[ t' 

,and ,i will tell you why ,i love you4 

  "w?w $['h ]cw[ r'<k 

c. 
  %#c4 

,tellc me whyc the skies are blue1 

  ":$] \w'i r[ t' 

,and ,i will tell you why ,ic love you4 

  "w?w $['h ]w[ r'<k 

The correct answer is (b). Option (a) is missing 
all vocal s lurs . Option (c) has slur s igns in the 
word line insrtead of the music l ine. 
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This section explained the slur used in braille music to 
indicate syllables sung over more than one note. You 
practiced short slurs, which are up to four slurred notes, as 
well as long slurs, which are more than four slurred notes. 

Words w ith Chord Symbols
A very popular format for print music is lead sheets, which 
give the reader the essential elements of a popular song. 
Even if you are a classical musician, as a teacher or family 
member of a braille reader, it is worth learning about this 
format for popular music. The National Library Service of 
the U.S. Library of Congress publishes Popular Music 
Lead Sheets four times a year in braille. It is a collection of 
popular songs ranging from "golden oldies" to recent hits. 
Learning about this format will allow you to help individuals 
read and learn popular songs on their own. 

Performers use lead sheets to sing with chordal 
accompaniment they play themselves or someone else 
plays, usually on guitar or piano. The format presented in 
this section is not for full solo songs plus piano 
accompaniment written out. It is just the melody, the 
words, and the chord structure. 
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Typically the print format for lead sheets has lyrics printed 
below a melody written on a single staff, and harmonies 
written as chord symbols printed above the staff.  

In braille, the melody and lyrics are presented as 
described previously in this lesson, in a two-line parallel. 
When chord symbols appear, the parallel is expanded to 
three lines. This section first explains braille chord 
symbols and then illustrates the three-line parallel format. 

Chord Symbols  

Chord symbols can have letters, abbreviations, numbers, 
musical symbols, and other symbols. These are explained 
with examples here:  
• Letters and abbreviations are brailled in uncontracted

literary braille—the letter sign is not used. Print
capitalization is followed, and all periods are omitted.
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G D A 
,g ,d ,a 

Emaj Fm Baug 
,emaj ,fm ,baug 

• The musical symbols f  and s a re  transcribed in bra ille
music % and <. 
Ff Bs 
,f% ,b< 

• The  number s ign is  placed be fore  every number
Bs6 D9 G7 
,B<#f ,d#i ,g#g 

• The following lis t includes some braille symbols 
that can appear in chord notations.
/ / s lash (for chord t rans i t ions)
+ + small ra ised plus s ign (for augmented)
4 o small ra ised circle (for diminished) 

Ff /Bm C+ Eo 
,f%/,bm ,c+ ,e4 
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Lead Sheet Format  

In lead sheet transcriptions, the chord symbols go in the 
middle line of a three-line parallel. Chord symbols are 
placed in relation to the words, not to the melody. The 
placement of the initial capital sign of each chord symbol 
(or a hyphen preceding it) tells you whether the chord is 
played before, with, or after the word or syllable is 
sounded. The examples in this lesson all have chords 
playing with words; the other situations can be learned on 
your own. 

  %#c4 

,east side west side 

,g         ,d#g ,g 

  .o' t' s' r' 

all around the town1 

,c             ,g 

  "s\ p] r'@c r" 

Notice that the capita l s ign of the chord symbol lines 
up exactly under the word it goes with. In the case 
of a word that begins with a capital le tte r, the capita l 
s igns line up, as with the first word, East. The other 
words that have chord symbols in this example are 
west, side, all, and town.  
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Chord symbols line up with the syllables they should 
sound with. And that means that sometimes a chord 
symbol lines up with a letter in the middle of a word.  See 
the word Amazing, in the next example. The G chord 
sounds with the second syllable, so the first character of 
the chord symbol, a capital sign, is directly under the letter 
m of the word Amazing. 

  %#c4 

,amazing grace6 ,how sweet the sound 

  ,g            ,g#g ,c        ,g 

  ": rjch t[ r$ o" 

Sometimes an accommodation is required in the 
word line because the chord symbols take up more 
space than exists between words. This happens in 
the next example between the words lovely and 
weather, where an additional space is required. Also 
notice that no space needs to be le ft between chord 
symbols , unless one of the chord symbols includes 
more than one note name. Notice the E-major 
seventh chord symbol is followed unspaced by the 
C-minor seventh chord symbol. 
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  <<<_c 

,come on it's lovely  weather for a 

  ,b< ,e<maj#g,cm#g 

  v"?:] w?jhgf 

sleigh ride together with you4 

,fm#g         ,b<         ,e< 

  "]ghgf? & 

Other rules exist for braille music chord symbols regarding 
alignment between words and chord symbols. Braille 
readers should check the transcriber's notes page of a 
transcription for any special instructions about reading 
chord symbols. 

Note: If you use lead sheets, you may be wondering about 
the fingering diagrams that frequently appear in print 
music with the chord symbols. Such diagrams are not 
transcribed in braille. 
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Section Review

A. Transcription

In this exercise, the transcription of the music and words 
are given, but transcription of the chords is missing. For 
each transcription, copy the given lines carefully, and fill in 
the chord symbols in the line of blank cells. When you are 
done, compare your braille with the transcriptions 
provided. Note: ignore initial punctuation, such as the 
apostrophe, when aligning chord symbols with words. 

1.
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2.
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Answers 

1. 

  %#c4 

,My country 'tis of thee1 

,g      ,am  ,d 

  "\\[ ]'h[ 

sweet land of liberty1 of thee ,i  sing4 

,g         ,c ,g       ,c ,g  ,d#g,g 

  "ww? w'i\ [\] r' 

2. 

  <_c 

,do you know the way to ,san ,jose8 

,f               ,b< 

  "[|[? :"hh@chg\ 

,i've been away so 

,f 

  "\gh[] 

long1 ,i may go wrong and lose my way4 

,c#g 

  "\'d@cd?d ?dd@cdd? 
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B. Multiple Choice

Choose the correct print music to match the braille music 
given. 

3. 
  %#c4 

,sweet ,rosie o'grady1 

,g     ,d#g     ,g 

  "t' [w[ r' o' 

a . 

b. 

c. 

The correct answer is (a). Option (b) has a D 
chord instead of a  D7 chord in measure 2. 
Option (c) has the second G chord on the 
wrong sy l lab le. 
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4. 
  %%#d4 

,lord1 ,i want to be in that number1 

 ,d      ,d#g       ,g 

  "g'& :'e]ii i\'@c\" 

,when the saints come marchin' in4 

,gm       ,d          ,bm  ,a#g,d 

  "g'( []:$ o'<k 

a . 

b. 

c.
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The correct answer is (c). In option (a), the Gm and 
Bm chords are written without the letter m. In option 
(b), the G chord in measure 2 is on the wrong 
syllable. 

This section introduced the chord symbols and the format 
for lead sheets. For those who can play chords by ear, 
being able to read songs this way opens a wealth of 
possibilities for singing, playing, and enjoying music with 
others. 

Summary
This lesson explained braille music for songs and choral 
parts, that is, words and music. Lyrics are written in 
uncontracted braille (with some exceptions). You learned 
about line-by-line format, which presents braille lines in 
parallels. The top line is for the words, which begins at the 
margin, and the bottom line is for the music, which is 
indented to the third space.  

You also learned how to indicate repeated words. When 
employed judiciously, this procedure saves space in a 
word line, which tends to be longer than the music line. 
The lesson further explained that the slur has a special 
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meaning in vocal music. It indicates that one syllable is 
sung with the notes covered by the slur. 

As you learned in the final section of this lesson, if a song 
has chord symbols, as in a lead sheet, the parallel 
expands to three lines, and chord symbols go in the 
middle line, aligned under the syllables. 
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Assignment 3

For general information on completing assignments, refer 
to the Getting Started instructions. Then start this 
assignment by giving your full name, address, and phone 
number. Also list the name of this course, Assignment 3, 
your instructor's name, and the date. Be sure to include 
the question number along with each answer. This 
assignment is worth 100 points; 5 points for each 
question. 

Choose the best option to complete each of the following. 
1. In line-by-line format, a parallel is:

a. two lines of braille music
b. two braille lines, one for the music and one for

the words
c. indented five spaces from the margin

2. The correct braille symbol before a word or phrase
that is repeated three times in succession is:
a. #c9

b. 999

c. #d9
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3. In vocal music, the slur sign means to:
a. play those notes legato
b. sing a syllable over the notes covered by the slur
c. tie the notes

4. A tie in vocal music means:
a. the same as a slur
b. sing two syllables for the duration of the tied 

notes
c. sing the syllable for the duration of the tied notes

5. The braille music chord symbol for an F-sharp minor 
chord is:
a. ,f-sharp-m

b. ,f%m

c. ]%m

6. The bra ille music chord symbol for an E-flat s ix 
chord is :
a . e<#f

b. ,e-flat#6

c . ,e<#f
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7. The music lines of this transcription are done for you.
Copy and complete the transcription by inserting the
word lines according to the music given here. Note:
while it is possible to use a repeat of the phrase
"when the saints go marching in," the transcriber
chose not to do so in this case.
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8. Read the following braille music. State the word that
is sung at rehearsal letter A.

  %#c4 

,did you ever hear tell of sweet 

  "hh \w: :?[ 

,betsy from ,pike1 ,who 

  "[\\ r\ 

cross'd the wide prairies with 

  "\w: \\\ 

her lover ,ike8 ,with 

  .]:: oe 

>,a> two yoke of oxen1 ,a 

  .\\\ ]:w 

big yaller dog1 ,and a 

  .?:$ o"hi 

tall ,shanghai rooster1 ,and 

  "www :?[ 

one spotted hog4 

  "[\\ r<k 

9. Transcribe the following short excerpt. It begins with
measure 17. Braille the music heading. You 
can use dot 3s to represent previous words and 
music. Include the measure number in its 
proper place, and begin a new parallel with the 
word "lived."
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Questions 10 and 11: Choose the correct braille 
transcription to match the following print music. Assume 
that the transcriber used word repeats where possible. 
10.  

a. 
  #f8 

99,glory9 ,hallelujah6 

  "\'@c\g $h.?e p' n' 

b. 
  #f8 

,glory6 ,glory ,hallelujah6 

  "\'@c\g $h.?e p' n' 

c. 
  #f8 

9,glory9 ,hallelujah6 

  "\'@c\g $h.?e p' n' 
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 11. 

a . 
  %_c 

99,go ,tell ,aunt ,rhody9 

  "tw[ rr s[? wc[r .o:? tw" 

the old grey goose is dead4 

  "w [\[w (<k 

b. 
  %_c 

#c9,go ,tell ,aunt ,rhody9 

  "tw[ rr s[? wc[r .o:? tw" 

the old grey goose is dead4 

  "w [\[w (<k 

c. 
  %_c 

99,go ,tell ,aunt ,rhody 

  "tw[ rr s[? wc[r .o:? tw" 

the old grey goose is dead4 

  "w [\[w (<k 
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Questions 12 and 13: The music lines are transcribed for 
you. Copy the music lines, and complete the transcription 
by inserting the word lines. Remember: use the 
punctuation that appears with the final occurrence of a 
repeated word or phrase. 
 12. 

13.
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Questions 14 and 15: The word lines are transcribed for 
you. Copy them and complete the transcription by 
inserting the missing music lines. Pay attention to words 
sung on more than one syllable. Use the music hyphen 
as needed, according to the placement of the words. 

14. Hint: put a dot 5 at the end of the last music line to
indicate that the last measure is incomplete.
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15.
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Questions 16 and 17: Choose the correct braille music to 
match the print music given. 

 16. 

a . 
  <<#d4 

,and call for help1 alas1 but 

  v"ww? :'d:$ 

none comes near me6 

  .q':cc $qc$ o'v 

b. 
  <<#d4 

,and call for help1 alas1 but 

  v"ww? :'d:$ 

none comes near me6 

  .q': $cqc$ o'v 

c. 
  <<#d4 

,and call for help1 alas1 but 

  v"ww? :'d:$ 

none comes near me6 

  .q': $q$ o'v 
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 17. 

a . 
  <<#d4 

,long live fair ,oriana1 

  "z p_t@c to@c :?tcc djihcs tu 

b. 
  <<#d4 

,long live fair ,oriana1 

  "z p_t@c to@c :?tc dcjcichcs tu 

c. 
  <<#d4 

,long live fair ,oriana4 

  "z p_t@c to@c :?cct djihcs tu 
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Questions 18 and 19: The transcriptions of the music and 
words are given, but the chords are missing. Copy the 
given material, and complete the transcriptions by 
inserting the chord symbols in the correct places. 

18.
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 19. 

20. Turn the page and choose the print music that
matches the following braille music.
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  <_c 

,evening is the time of day 

,gm             ,cm ,cm#f 

  "tt@c wv?: p'? ! 

,i find nothing much to say 

,f#g    ,gm     ,b< ,gm 

  "ss@c [vw: o'w (

a. 

b. 

c.
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Once you have completed this assignment, send it to 
your instructor. Then begin Lesson 4: Keyboard Music. 
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Lesson 4: Keyboard M usic

Lessons 1 and 2 introduced the basic braille music signs 
and rules, and Lesson 3 presented the format for songs 
and choral parts, including chord symbols. This lesson 
explains braille music notation for keyboard instruments, 
that is, piano, organ, and synthesizers.  

Single-line and line-by-line formats are used for music 
printed on one staff. The obvious difference in this lesson 
is that keyboard music requires two or three staffs, one 
for each hand, and in the case of the organ, a third staff 
for the pedal keyboard, which is played with the feet. This 
lesson introduces the bar-over-bar format, which is used 
for keyboard music, as well as for scores, which have 
multiple lines for various instruments and voices. The 
explanations focus on piano music and include 
information about how chords, fingering, and pedaling are 
indicated in braille music. A section explains how braille 
music deals with two voices played with one hand. At the 
end of the lesson, a supplementary section explains the 
modifications for organ with pedal keyboards or other 
manuals. Learning about braille music for piano and other 
keyboard instruments will allow you to help a person who 
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is learning to read braille music for piano or organ. The 
lesson also illustrates some of the issues transcribers 
need to address when transcribing piano music. 

Objectives  

After completing this lesson, you will be able to 
a. explain bar-over-bar format for keyboard music
b. recognize the interval chord signs
c. identify symbols used for fingering and pedaling
d. briefly explain in-accords

Bar-over-Bar Format
Currently, the most widely used braille music format for 
transcribing music that has more than one staff is bar-
over-bar format. This includes music for keyboard 
instruments, as well as scores for multiple instruments 
and voices.  

Braille music for piano is written in a two-line parallel. 
Recall from Lesson 3 that when two or more lines of 
braille music appear one above the other as one unit, it is 
called a parallel. The first line is the right-hand part, the 
second is the left-hand part. Because the format for piano 
music is somewhat complicated, carefully follow these 
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descriptions, which introduce one or two elements at a 
time. 

The music for each hand is preceded by a special hand 
sign, illustrated here. Memorize these signs: 
.>

_> 

right-hand s ign 
left-hand s ign

Recall that cle fs are not used in braille music. The 
hand sign does not tell the reader the pitch—it only 
specifies which hand should be used to play the notes.  

Each para l le l  begins wi th  a measure number at  the 
margin, whether or not the print includes measure 
numbers. And the placement of measure numbers is 
a lways at the margin in bra i l le , while in print, measure 
numbers can appear in different places.  

The format for measure numbers is a little different 
than you are used to: the number appears without a 
number s ign. Begin by s tudying this example.  
a .> 

  _> 

Notice the measure number, which is 1, 
and the right-hand and the left-hand 
s igns. 
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In this course, short music headings appear indented two 
spaces in braille. You recall that in single-line music, the 
indentation is from the extreme left margin. In the format 
for keyboard music, the indentation is two spaces to the 
right of the hand sign. Long music headings are always 
centered. A transcription agency can make individual 
decisions about whether short headings are indented or 
centered. 

Learn three more rules about bar-over-bar format as you 
study the following example. In print music examples, 
measure numbers are provided only where necessary.  

  #c4 

a .>"$\] "$:? "o'  "n'<k 

  _>_n'  _r'  _]\] _p'<k 

• The first note of every measure has an octave 
sign.

• The f i rs t  symbols  of the right and le ft hand of 
each measure are exactly a ligned in the same 
column. Hence the name "bar-over-bar."
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• Double bars, sectional double bars, and repeats
appear in both lines of a parallel.

Because measures must line up in bar-over-bar format, 
and measures are not all the same length, you often have 
a number of blank spaces between measures. If more 
than six spaces occur between characters in a line, the 
empty spaces are filled with tracker dots composed of dot 
3s that lead the reader to the next measure. This is 
illustrated in a later example in this section, and you will 
see it in your own explorations of braille music. 

Before introducing the next example, which illustrates 
multiple parallels, learn another rule about hand signs. 
• When the first music symbol following a hand sign

has a dot in the left side of the braille cell, a dot 3 is
inserted after the hand sign.

This example is an excerpt from a minuet by Mozart. You 
do not need to decipher every note in braille. Its purpose 
is to illustrate the format. 
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  #c4 

j .>.d"h "$$ef "$].ej "]]fe ":$.&edj 

  _>_df  _??jd _?:je  ^www  _n"Yjih 

e .>"[.[zdji  "\.\zjih .$c:%"] "[\<k 

  _>'%_q)ih*g _pw  "?:_:   _r<k 

In this excerpt, notice that the first line of each parallel 
begins with the measure number without a number sign, 
placed at the margin and followed by a space. Hand 
signs appear in every line, lined up exactly one space 
after the measure number. Notice the dot 3 after the left-
hand sign at measure 5. It is required because the music 
begins with a sharp sign, dots 146, which has a dot in the 
left side of the braille cell. 

In long, complicated pieces, it often happens that a 
measure is too long to fit on one line and must be divided. 
Or a transcriber may feel that it is worth saving space by 
maximizing the use of a line, though that is not a 
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requirement in the music code. The music hyphen is used 
to divide a measure, as described in Lesson 3. The left 
and right hands must be divided at exactly the same beat, 
and each line of the parallel has a music hyphen. A dot 3 
following a measure number at the margin means it is a 
continuation of the measure from the previous parallel. 
The dot 3 replaces the space between the measure 
number and the hand sign. The following example 
illustrates a divided measure, and dot 3s indicate 
previous music. You do not need to read every braille 
character to understand this example. 
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 <#c4 

 .>''' 

 _>''' 

cj .>.yedj!jih=hg<f "e(=*&gfeyedj 

_!jih" 

_>_fdgd_ig ''''' _)dji(ihg&gfe _d=&" 

cb'.>_g"=&g_i  _j"g_i"g_h"f  "]vv<k 

_>_zfed)dji ^(ihg_Y)!)d^d ^]vv<k 

The music in this example begins at measure 30. Notice 
the tracker dots in the left hand that lead the reader from 
the end of measure 30 to the start of the measure 31. A 
string of tracker dots has a blank space before and after 
it. Measure 32 is divided after the first beat. Did you find 
the music hyphens at the end of the lines? In the second 
parallel, notice the measure number 32 followed by a dot 
3, which means the measure continues from the previous 
line. 
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Section Review

A. Transcription

In the following music, one hand of each parallel is 
transcribed for you. Complete the transcription by copying 
it and supplying the braille for the other hand. When you 
are done, compare your braille to the transcription 
provided. 

1.
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2.
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Answers 

1. 
  <#c4 

a .>.gi.?? .eg"ww "id"]$ "p]  "df\\ 

  _>_q[   _tw    "n_?   _]?^] _n' 

f .>"dg[[ "dhw[ "s\<k 

  _>_n'   _?$]  "?_\?<k 

2. 
  #d4 

a .>"$v\xf "ghidw: .?v[xh "gidiw\ 

  _>_?de$? _o\^\ ^[ij?[ _:fg\^\ 

e .>.djdefed<j "idgf]v "j%ijdedjh 

  _>"djdefed<j _idgf]v _\hiji\ 

h .>.djde$v 

  _>_p?$ 
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B. Multiple Choice

Choose the correct braille music to match the print music 
given. 

3. 

a . 
  _c 

j .>"\[ .???? "[\$\ .y 

 _>"u  _nr _pr   _y 

b. 
  _c 

j .>"\[ .???? "[\$\ .y 

  _>'u  _nr _pr   _y 

c. 
  _c 

j .>"\[ .???? "[\$\ .y 

  _>'u _nr _pr _y 

The correct answer is (b). In option (a), in the 
le ft hand a dot 5 appears instead of a dot 3 
before the 
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half rest. In option (c) the beginnings of the 
measures of each hand should be aligned. 

This section introduced the bar-over-bar format for piano 
music, which has a two-line parallel, one line for each 
hand. Remember that measure numbers in this format do 
not have the number sign. The hand signs must be 
aligned at the start of the music line, one space after the 
measure number. And at the beginning of each new 
measure and each new parallel, the first signs for each 
hand part are vertically aligned. 

Interval Signs and Chords
Piano music typically includes chords, which are the 
subject of this section. Chords are written the same way 
in braille music for any instrument that can play them, so 
the information presented here can be applied to other 
performance media and formats, including single-line 
format.  

In print, chords appear as two or more notes aligned 
vertically on the staff. In music braille, only one note of 
the chord is shown by its symbol and value. The other 
note or notes of the chord are indicated by the interval, 
that is, the difference in pitch, from the written note. It is 
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easier to understand this procedure by looking at two 
examples. 

 "\9 

In this chord, the G is written in the normal manner, and 
it is followed by a s ign te lling the reader  to 
s imultaneous ly play a note that is a  fifth be low it, forming 
a two-note chord. The symbol for an interva l of a fifth is 
9, dots 35. When the chord is in the right hand, the 
written note is genera l ly  the top note, and the interval 
is read downward. The direction for reading interva ls is 
a lways specified in the transcriber's  notes.  The sentence 
usual ly  reads 
"Interva ls are read downward in the right hand and 
upward in the left hand." 

_$0 

In this example , the E is written normally, and it is 
followed by a s ign telling the reader  to s imultaneously 
play a note that is a s ixth above it, forming a two-
note chord. The symbol for an interva l of a s ixth is 0, 
dots 356. When the chord is in the le ft hand, the 
note that is written 
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is generally the bottom note, and the interval is read 
upward. 

Learn the seven interval signs for chords: 
/ second 
+ third
# fourth 
9 fifth 
0 s ixth 
3 seventh 
-  octave

Chords of more than two notes work the same way. 
Interva l s igns follow one another in order. Interva ls  
are a lways ca lculated from the brailled note. 
Compare the print music to the bra ille interva l s igns 
in the following examples.  The examples in this 
section do not have music headings. It is assumed 
that the chords are not the firs t music of the piece. 

.>.!#0- 

_>^!- 
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The right-hand chord shows a fifth-octave A written 
normally. The chord is formed by adding notes a fourth 
down from the A, a sixth down from the A, and an octave 
down from the A. Avoid the common error of calculating 
from one note to the next in a chord of more than two 
notes. Always calculate from the brailled note.  

The left-hand chord shows a second octave A written 
normally. The chord is formed by adding a note an octave 
up from it. Notice that the written note tells the reader the 
value of the chord; in this case it is a whole note.  

When a chord has a dotted value, the dot follows the 
written note before any chord symbols, as illustrated 
here. A simple diagram is provided to help you read the 
chord symbols in braille. 

.>.n'0 

_>_n'9 

RH: C 
↓ s ixth 

↑ fifth 
LH: C 

If any of the notes in the chord has an accidenta l, 
the s ign appears before the appropria te note or 
interva l s ign. Read the next examples. Recall that a 
dot 3 is required when the symbol following a hand 
s ign has a dot in the 
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left side of the braille cell. A diagram appears under each 
example to help you learn the intervals signs. Remember, 
the intervals are always calculated from the brailled note. 

.>'<")/ .>"(+ .>"(9*3 

_>^(9- _>^!%+93 _>'*^!# 

RH: B-fla t RH: G RH: G 
↓ second ↓ third ↓ fifth 

↓ d seventh 

↑ s eventh 
↑ octave  ↑ fifth 
↑ fifth ↑ f  third ↑ fourth 

LH: G LH: A LH: A-na tura l 

Supplementary Information: Doubling Chord Signs 

When four or more chords of the same interval occur in 
succession, the interval sign can be doubled after the first 
note and terminated by a single interval sign after the last 
note. You will see an example of this in the 
supplementary section about organ music at the end of 
this lesson. 
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Section Review

A. Transcription

Transcribe each of the following chords. Don't forget to 
use the hand signs. Indent the key signature two spaces 
as usual. These examples do not include time signatures; 
nevertheless, transcribe the note values correctly. When 
you are done, compare your braille with the transcription 
provided.  

1. 2. 3. 

Answers 
1. <<

.>"r'*0 

_>^r'9 

2. %%

.>"[/# 

_>_? 

3. %

.>"r%9s+ 

_>_p+o- 
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B. Multiple Choice

Choose the correct print music to represent the braille 
music given.  

4. 
  %% 

.>'%"$+ "q'# 

_>_?3  _q'%+ 

a . b. c. 

The correct answer is (b). In option (a), the firs t 
chord of the right hand, the sharp s ign should be 
with the E. In option (c), the second chord should 
be a dotted-half  va lue.
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5. 
  % 

.>.e-d0 

_>'*^j0d9 

a . b. c. 

The correct answer is (a). In option (b), the B in 
the left hand should be natura l, not flat. In option 
(c), the second chord in the left hand should 
have an interval o f a fifth. 

This section introduced the chord symbols . Most 
piano music includes chords—even the most  
e lementary pieces have at  least  two-note chords. 
Although a knowledge of interva ls is important for 
any musician, competence with interva ls  is  more 
crucia l  for  a  bra ille  reader  in order to be able to read 
chords. For obvious reasons, a transcriber a lso 
must be very proficient with interva ls . 
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Fingering and Pedaling
Two important notations in piano music include fingerings 
and pedaling, as these appear in almost all piano music.  

Fingering  

Pianists use five fingers of each hand, so on keyboard 
instruments the first finger is the thumb. Fingerings work 
the same way in braille music for all instruments, with the 
exception of right-hand fingerings for guitar and similar 
instruments. Be aware that on many instruments the first 
finger is the index finger. (In music for certain instruments 
a different symbol indicates the use of the thumb.) The 
fingerings in piano music are as follows: 
a 1 firs t finger (thumb) 
b 2 second finger (index) 
l 3 third finger (middle)
1 4 fourth finger (ring) 
k 5 fifth finger (pinkie) 

Fingerings appear after the note, and following a dot 
if the va lue of the note is dotted. The following 
illustration has fingerings applied to quarter notes. 
In this illustration, the fingerings are highlighted for 
you. 
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"?a :b $l ]1 \k 

Follow the next example, making sure you can identify 
the fingerings on each note.  

  #d4 

a .>"?a$b]l\1 "[k\1]l:b "ya<k 

  _>_?k$1]l\b _[a\b]l:1 _yk<k 

To transcribe fingerings for chords in braille music, each 
finger number is placed immediately after the written note 
or interval. For example, 

In the right hand, the written note is an E, played with the 
third finger, and the C is an interval of a third below it, 
played with the first finger. In the left hand, the C is the 

  .>"&l+a 

  _>_yk+l 
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brailled note, played with the fifth finger, and the E is a 
third above it, played with the third finger. 

Pedaling  

The symbols for pedal down and pedal up always appear 
below the left hand notes in print. In braille music, the 
symbols are as follows: 

<c - pedal down 
*c = pedal up 

Another print symbol for peda l down and re lease is the 
horizonta l bracket,  ,  which appears under  the le ft 
hand notes in print and spans the notes that are 
played while the peda l is depressed. The braille 
music transcription is the same, no matter which 
print pedal symbol appears.  

Peda l symbols a lmost  a lways appear  in  the le ft  
hand in braille music, unless the pedal a ffects notes 
played with the right hand while the le ft hand has 
rests or notes of longer duration. The pedal-down 
s ign appears before the note, and the peda l-up 
s ign appears after the note. 
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  #c4 

a .>"?$\  "$\.? "\.?$ .?vv<k 

  _>'<c_n' _n'   _n' _?*cvv<k 

Did you notice the dot 3 after the left-hand sign in the last 
example? The pedal sign has dots 1 and 2, which are on 
the left side of the braille cell. So a dot 3 is required after 
the hand sign. 

Braille music code states that when a pedal down occurs 
immediately after a pedal up, the pedal-up sign is 
omitted. Also, when the pedal up is followed by a double 
bar, it is not marked in braille. Read this example. 

  %#c4 

a .>"\hjej "\:\  "[?"] "r'<k 

  _>'<c_r' <c_t' <c_q' <c_r'<k 

Notice that the pedal up-sign never appears in the braille 
transcription. 
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Section Review

A. Transcription

The following exercises are transcribed without fingerings 
and pedal marks. Complete the transcriptions by inserting 
them. Be sure to align the left- and right-hand start of 
each measure. Compare your braille with the answers. 

1. 

  #c4 

a .>"$[\ "][\ "p'<k 

  _>"n'  _t'  "n'<k 

2. 

  %.c 

j .>"w%0 "w9[#w#\+ 

  _>^w9  _$+[+%:+$9 
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3. 

  %%#f8 

a .>"]'[j   "['@cijd .:e]"g  "\'@c\x 

  _>_egi:'+ _ehi:'#  _egi:'+ _fhi$+#x 
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Answers 

1. 
  #c4 

a .>"$a[1\l "]b[1\l "p'a<k 

  _>"n'a    _t'b    "n'a<k 

2. 
  %.c 

j .>"wk%0b "wk9a[1#awk#b\l+a 

  _>^wk9b  _$l+a[b+a%:k+l$19a 

3. 
  %%#f8 

a .>"]'[j     "['@cijd    .:e]"g 

  _>_egi<c:'+ _e*chi<c:'# _e*cgi<c:'+ 

d .>"\'@c\x 

  _>_f*chi$+#x  
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B. Multiple Choice

Choose the braille music to match the print music given. 

4. 

a . 
  #f8 

a .>"$bfa['b%9k "\a+lhb.?'a9k 

  _>_dkflhadk%gbia _dkflhadk*gbia 

b. 
  #f8 

a .>"$bfa['k%9b "\l+ahb.?'k9a 

  _>_dkflhadk%gbia _dkflhadk*gbia 

c. 
  #f8 

a .>"$bfa['k%9b "\l+ahb.?'k9a 

  _>_d.flhad.%gbia _d.flhad.*gbia 

The correct answer is (b). In option (a), the 
fingerings for the notes of the chords in the right 
hand are 
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reversed. In option (c), the signs for the fifth finger in 
the left hand are incorrectly formed. 

5. 

a . 
  %%#c4 

j .>.[ ;o.ig  .oig  .fjihgf 

  _>'v _:}+}+ _:}+}+ _:\#\# 

d .>.:"ix<k' 

  _>_:g0*cx<k' 

b. 
  %%#c4 

j .>.[ ;o.ig    .oig  .fjihgf 

  _>'v <c_:}+}+ _:}+}+*c <c_:\#\#*c 

d .>.:"ix<k' 

  _>'<C_:g0*cx<k' 

c. 
  %%#c4 

j .>.[ ;o.ig    .oig   .fjihgf 

  _>'v <c_:}+}+ _:}+}+ <c_:\#\# 

d .>.:"ix<k' 

  _>'<C_:g0*cx<k' 
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The correct option is (c). Option (a) lacks pedal 
signs. Option (b) includes pedal-up signs when they 
should be omitted before a pedal-down mark.  

This section described the braille music fingering and 
pedal symbols. Although fingering and pedal indications 
are often inserted by music editors, not composers. they 
are important elements of the written score, especially for 
beginners. Therefore, learning to read and transcribe 
these marks is essential. 

In-Accords 
When music in one hand includes two or more voices, or 
separate musical lines, the notes and rests of each voice 
appear above and below one another on the staff in print, 
arranged so that it is clear to the sighted reader how the 
two voices fit together. In braille music, the voices cannot 
be presented simultaneously. Instead, the measure is 
divided into parts using a symbol called the in-accord 
sign. To understand this procedure, it helps to see a short 
example of music that has two voices in one hand. Notice 
in the next example the right hand has two voices in the 
first measure: the top voice is a half-note C, while the 
bottom voice is four eighth notes. These notes cannot be 
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transcribed as chords because the values of the notes 
that sound together are different. 

In braille music, the notes appear  as fo l lows:  the f i rs t  
part,  then the in-accord s ign, and then the other part. 
The reader  learns each part,  and then combines them 
together.  

In-accords are unique to braille music, and they are 
very common in piano music, even for beginners . Two 
types of in-accords exis t: the full-measure in-accord and 
the part-measure in-accord. The full-measure in-accord 
is expla ined fully with examples. The part-measure in-
accord is too advanced for this course.  

The full-measure  in-accord s ign is as follows : 
<> full-measure in-accord 
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Read the example presented previously, followed by its 
transcription. The first measure of the right hand is 
divided into two parts using the full-measure in-accord. 

  <#b4 

a .>.n<>"fghf "[+v<k 

  _>_defd     _]v<k 

Take careful note of the following: 
• In music for the right hand, the top in-accord 

part appears firs t. In music for the le ft hand, the 
bottom in-accord part appears firs t (see the 
next  example). This instruction corresponds to 
the direction for reading interva ls , specified in 
the transcriber's notes.

• Each in-accord part has the correct number of 
beats to equa l a full measure.

• The first note of each in-accord part has a 
specia l  octave s ign.  That  is ,  an octave s ign 
appears even i f  one would not ordinarily be 
required.
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If you are having trouble knowing which notes belong with 
the top and bottom parts, look at the stems. Stems that 
go up from the note heads are in top parts; stems that go 
down from the note heads are in bottom parts.  

Return to the previous example and read the in-accord 
measure carefully. The first note is a half-note C, 
preceded by its octave sign, because it is the first note in 
a measure. This equals a full measure in two-four time.  

After the in-accord sign, the lower part is transcribed. The 
first note of the second in-accord part has its octave sign. 
The second in-accord part consists of four eighth notes, 
E, F, G, E, which also equal one full measure. 

The next example illustrates a full-measure in-accord in 
the left hand. It is a typical measure from a Bach chorale. 
Dot 3s indicate music previous to measure 10. 
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 %%%.c 

 .>''' 

 _>''' 

aj .>.$9$9]0]0 

_>_ijdiefge<>"??:: 

Notice that the first in-accord part in the left hand is the 
lower voice. It consists of all eighth notes. Following the 
in-accord sign, you see the octave sign for the first note 
of the second in-accord part. It consists of all quarter 
notes. Each in-accord part equals a full measure. 

Read one more example, which includes a tracker line. 
This often happens when one hand has an in-accord 
measure that takes up a lot of space, and the other does 
not. Remember, a tracker line always has a space before 
and after it. Again, dot 3s indicate music previous to 
measure 34.  
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 #d<#c4 

.>''' 

_>''' 

cd .>"['jih<>"nw "q'0<k 

_>_n^? '''''' ^q'<k 

In the left hand, you have eight spaces between the end 
of the first measure and the beginning of the next.  

Section Review

A. Transcription

Carefully transcribe the following music. When you are 
done, compare your braille with the transcription 
provided. 

1.
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2. 

Answers 

1. 
  <<<#b4 

a .>.h*ih%g    .\v 

  _>_o<>_jdj*i _\+v 

2. 
  _c 

a .>"$r\<>"y "[s\<>"& 

  _>_nt      _n^r 

B. Multiple Choice

Choose the braille music to match the print music given. 

3.
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a. 
  <<#c4 

a .>"s'<>"jedfeg "w+t+ 

  _>^w_t9 '''''' _$t# 

b. 
  <<#c4 

a .>"jedfeg<>"s' "w+t+ 

  _>^w_t9 '''''' _$t# 

c. 
  <<#c4 

a .>"j/edfeg "w+t+ 

  _>^w_t9    _$t# 

The correct answer is (b). Refer to the right 
hand, measure 1. In option (a), the order of the 
in-accord parts is reversed. In option (c), an 
interva l of a second appears with the firs t note, 
and no in-accord is used. 
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4. Because this exercise ends with an incomplete
measure, a music hyphen appears at the end of the
last measure of each line.

a . 
  %%#c4 

j .>"i.e "wwj.f .??i.h    .]]" 

  _>_]0  _r9v   _s'<>"\$? "o" 

b. 
  %%#c4 

j .>"i.e "wwj.f .??i.h    .]]" 

  _>_]0  _r9v   "\$?<>_s' "o" 

c. 
  %%#c4 

j .>"i.e "wwj.f .??i.h    .]]" 

  _>_]0  _r9v   _s'><"\$? "o" 

The correct answer is (a). Refer to the le ft 
hand, measure 2. In option (b), the order of 
the in-accord parts is reversed. In option (c), 
the in-accord s ign is incorrectly formed. 
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This section explained how braille music notation handles 
a very common situation in piano music: simultaneous 
voices played in one hand. While it can be difficult at first 
to learn to read and transcribe in-accords, with 
experience both as a player and a transcriber, the 
process becomes simpler. 

Supplementary Information:
Organ and Other Keyboards

This brief supplementary section illustrates braille music 
on three staves, which includes music for organ with a 
pedal keyboard or other instruments with more than two 
keyboards. As this is supplementary information, the 
section does not have a review. 

Basically, organ music is transcribed in the same manner 
as piano music. Bar-over-bar format is normally used, 
and the hand parts are brailled exactly as they are for 
piano music. A third line is added to the parallel for the 
pedal music, introduced at the margin by the sign for 
pedals and vertically aligned with the two hand signs. All 
rules concerning measure alignment and measure 
division that you learned in regard to the two-line parallel 
for piano music also apply to the three-line parallel for 
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organ music. If intervals or in-accords are required in the 
pedal line, they are read upward. The sign for organ 
pedals is as follows: 

^> organ pedal s ign 

An illustration is provided here. More information 
about organ music can be found in the Music 
Braille Code, 1997.  

This example has four chords of the same 
interva l in success ion in the right hand, measures 
1 and 2. Notice that the interva l s ign of a third is 
doubled afte r the firs t note and terminated by a 
s ingle interva l  s ign after  the last. 

  %%#c4 

j .>.:# .o++? "t[+ .:p<>"]w[ .q'0<k 

  _>"]  "q]   "o:  "o? ''''' "o'<k 

  ^>_:  ^w:]  _\w: _w\[      _o'<k 
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Summary
This lesson provided a very brief introduction to the bar-
over-bar format used in keyboard music. It also presented 
commonly used symbols and transcription procedures for 
keyboard music. Clearly, keyboard music can be fairly 
complicated; therefore, more study and experience are 
required to be able to read and transcribe full 
compositions for piano. 

Now that you have come to the end of the lessons in this 
course that introduce the most commonly used braille 
music symbols and formats, consider how you might 
continue to learn more about the code. The next lesson 
provides a brief discussion about teaching and 
transcribing. If you continue your study of braille music, 
some of the other skills and formats you would learn 
include the following: 
• expression, execution, and ornamentation marks,

such as staccato, fermata, and trill signs
• chords with intervals greater than an octave
• triplets and other irregular groups
• special rules for word-sign expressions in bar-over-

bar format
• part-measure in-accords
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• print and braille page numbering; page turn
indications

• transcriber-added signs and other specialized
procedures

• braille and print repeat methods
• formats for title and preliminary pages
• order of signs
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Assignment 4

For general information on completing assignments, refer 
to the Getting Started instructions. Then start this 
assignment by giving your full name, address, and phone 
number. Also list the name of this course, Assignment 4, 
your instructor's name, and the date. Be sure to include 
the question number along with each answer. This 
assignment is worth 100 points; 5 points for each item. 

Choose the best option. 
1. Bar-over-bar format:

a. requires all measures to start one space after
the previous measure

b. has the first symbols of each hand of each
measure aligned

c. is only for piano music
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2.Chords in braille music appear as:
a. interval signs calculated from each successive 

note of the chord
b. interval signs calculated from the first note
c. the notes of the chord in braille from top to 

bottom

3.Typically, intervals are read:
a. from the downward in the right hand and upward 

in the left hand
b. upward in the right hand and downward in the 

left hand
c. downward in both hands

4.Fingering symbols appear:
a. after the pedal symbol
b. before the note
c. after the note

5.Identify the following symbol:
<c

a . pedal down
b. right hand
c . cresc.
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6. In-accords are used for writing:
a. chords
b. two separate musical lines in one hand
c. the right and left hands

7. The following transcription is partly done for you.
Copy it and complete it by supplying the braille in the
blank line.

Questions 8 and 9: Transcribe the music. 

8.
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9. 

10. Choose the option that shows the correct
transcription of this music.

a . 
  <#d4 

a .>"[di.ed@c? .:gehg@c] "[di.edig 

  _>^q[? _t_:] ^q[? 

d .>"fde*jn<k 

  _>_$:n<k 

b. 
  <#d4 

a .>"[di.ed@c? .:gehg@c] "[di.edig 

  _>^q[? ''''' _t_:]     ^q[? 

d .>"fde*jn<k 

  _>_$:n<k 
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c. 
  <#d4 

a .>"[di.ed@c? :gehg@c] "[di.edig 

  _>^q[? ''''' t_:]     ^q[? 

d .>"fde*jn<k 

  _>_$:n<k 

Questions 11–14: Transcribe the chords in both 
right and left hands us ing bar-over-bar format. 
Indent the key s ignature two spaces as usua l. 
These questions do not include time s ignatures. 

 11. 12. 

 13. 14. 
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Questions 15 and 16: The transcriptions lack fingerings. 
Copy the transcriptions and complete them by inserting 
the fingerings that appear in the print music. Adjust 
spacing and line breaks as needed. 
 15. 

  #c4 

a .>"f.dt   "ijs  %"hj.$] .gffddi<k 

  _>'%^\_w: ^[_[? ^$%_\": ^[_[?<k 

 16. 

  %%% 

.>"!#0 

_>^!- 
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Questions 17–19: Choose the option that shows the 
correct braille transcription or the correct print music. 
17.  

a . 
  _c 

a .>"pp@c "$%\*]$  %"rr@c "\w[%\ 

  _>'<c%_\w$w _$*cw%\w <c_w$":_$ 

_w*c$$$ 

b. 
  _c 

a .>"pp@c "$%\*]$  %"rr@c "\w[%\ 

  _>'*c%_\w$w _$<cw%\w *c_w$":_$

_w<c$$$ 

c. 
  _c 

a .>"pp@c "$%\*]$ %"rr@c   "\w[%\ 

  _>'<c%_\w$w _$w%\w  <c_w$":_$ _w$$$ 
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18. 

a . 
  %#c4 

j .>": ":$:      "w[\      "\?$

  _>'v <c^\_:\*c <c^\_\w*c <c^?_$?*c 

d .>"$:: ":$: ":\\ 

  _>'<c^\_o*c <c^]_?]*c <c^\_:_w*C 

g .>"\]\ "s" 

  _<'<c_[p*c _o" 

b. 
  %#c4 

j .>": ":$:  "w[\  "\?$  "$:: 

  _>'v ^\_:\ ^\_\w ^?_$? ^\_o 

e .>":$:  ":\\   "\]\  "s"  

  _>^]_?] ^\_:_w _[p*c _o" 
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c. 
  %#c4 

j .>": ":$:    "w[\    "\?$    "$:: 

 _>'v <c^\_:\ <c^\_\w <c^?_$? <c^\_o 

e .>":$:     ":\\     "\]\    "s" 

  _>'<c^]_?] <c^\_:_w <c_[p*c _o" 

 19. 

  %#c4 

a .>"$['h<>%"n' "q'<k 

  _>^s'<>_\]$   ^:"o<k 

a . 

b. 

c.
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20. The right-hand music is transcribed for you. Copy it
and complete the transcription by providing the
braille music for the left hand.

Once you have completed this ass ignment, 
send it to your ins tructor. Then begin Lesson 5: 
Teaching and Transcribing Braille Music. 
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Lesson 5: Teaching and Transcribing 
Braille Music 

As mentioned in the Overview, the goal of this course is 
to learn some of the fundamentals of braille music so that 
you can help a braille reader achieve the rewarding 
experience of reading music. Additionally, learning about 
braille music can inspire you to follow a path toward 
becoming a professional transcriber. This lesson 
discusses these two career pathways.  

Objectives  

After completing this lesson, you will be able to 
a. discuss methods for teaching braille music to

students
b. decide whether to pursue certification as a braille

music transcriber

Teaching Braille Music
A number of times a year, the Hadley Institute receives a 
phone or email query asking, "How do I help a blind 
student musician learn to read music?" This section 
presents some obstacles and solutions to teaching braille 
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music, followed by a short discussion about teaching 
methods and participation in ensembles.  

Obstacles to Learning Braille Music  

According to reports from teachers and students, a 
number of obstacles can prevent a student from learning 
to read braille music. Some myths and obstacles are 
listed here along with counterarguments.  

1. Braille music is too hard to learn.
Children as young as six years of age can learn braille
music. Generally, as soon as a student can read
contracted braille, he or she can learn braille music.
Indeed, some children read braille music before they
learn to read literary braille. According to one researcher,
the longer a student delays learning to read braille music
after starting to play an instrument, the more he or she
resists becoming musically literate. So it is best to start
early.

2. Learning music with recordings and coaching is
sufficient.

Braille music provides another tool for learning music in 
addition to recordings and coaching. For example, if a 
student learns a piece by ear, he or she can read the 
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music to find out how it fits together with the 
accompaniment. The ability to read musical terms and 
learn their spellings is very useful. Rather than guessing 
about articulations, a braille music reader can learn the 
actual articulations an editor or a composer wants. Also, 
exact rhythms are in the written music, while rhythmic 
liberties in a recorded performance can leave some 
doubt.  

Being able to refer to written music for details means 
musicians who are blind do not need to memorize 
everything. And that can be liberating, promote 
independent practice, as well as allow full participation in 
ensembles. As one university student said about her 
ability to read braille music, "I can learn every detail of the 
piece as the composer wrote it, something that is very 
important to me." 

3. Students resist learning the braille music code. It is
true that many students faced with learning literary braille
as well as the braille code for mathematics and science
may resist learning another code. Once students realize
they can learn music independently from a page,
however, they usually choose to read music rather than
learn by ear.
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The late Bettye Krolick, the acclaimed braille music 
transcriber, teacher, and author, reminded students that 
unlike the other braille codes, it is not necessary to learn 
to write music, only to read it. And braille readers have 
only seven different notes to learn, compared to many 
more on a printed staff. Within an hour, she pointed out, a 
student can learn to read a simple tune. 

4. Teachers and parents lack the time and energy to
become informed enough about braille music to help
the student.

It is true that most private music teachers have had no 
experience with a student who is blind, and many parents 
of blind children have had no experience with music. So 
at first, a fair amount of learning and experimenting takes 
place.  

While getting music in braille is not as easy as selecting 
print music off a shelf for a sighted student, choosing 
music that is already in braille is better than waiting to 
have pieces transcribed. Use the online list of resources 
to find sources of braille music. 

When vision teachers, music directors, librarians, 
parents, and the students all work together to find 
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solutions, they can be proud of their accomplishments. 
Don't be shy about asking questions, and use all possible 
resources. 

Teaching Methods  

Learning to play an instrument or sing is a different skill 
from learning to read music, whether in print or in braille. 
At first, a music teacher's goal is to have students play an 
instrument or sing. Indeed, some methods, such as the 
Suzuki method, encourage a long period of playing by 
ear. Still, most Suzuki students learn to read music. 
Music reading is part of a well-rounded musical 
education. 

When a student is beginning to learn to read braille 
music, it is best to concentrate first on the notes and 
values. Use very easy pieces, below the level the student 
can already play. Only the most talented and motivated 
students will be able to decode new music on their own at 
first, so be prepared to help.  
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In many general music classes, rhythm is taught first 
before pitches are introduced. One reason for this is the 
fact that children in the early grades easily and happily 
bang on various percussive instruments. In an integrated 
classroom, a child who is blind can participate fully with 
the class. While reading braille with one hand, he or she 
can use the other to tap on a table or a small drum. After 
learning the basic shape of the note C, which stands for 
any pitch, the child can concentrate on the presence or 
absence of the lower dots 3 and 6 to read rhythms. Little 
by little you can add the dotted values, ties, and more 
difficult rhythms. 

The next step is learning the notes of the scale, at first as 
eighth notes and then in various values. Once students 
can read simple melodies, have them try something with 
other marks. First have them separate the notes from the 
other marks. For example, have them read the notes 
without dynamics and then add those elements.  
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Most music has repeated elements that give the piece 
structure. Help a student memorize the piece by pointing 
out the repeated sections. 

To supplement the basic information you have learned in 
the first four lessons of this course, choose age-
appropriate instructional materials from among those in 
the online list of resources or ask your instructor for a 
printout. These will help the student and you to learn the 
code.  

Participation in Ensembles  

One reason students continue their musical training is the 
fun they have participating in ensembles, including choir, 
band, and orchestra. It is very important to encourage a 
student who is blind and learning braille music reading to 
participate along with sighted peers.  

Make every effort to have the music parts transcribed for 
the student at or before the first rehearsal so that he or 
she can practice at home. If the student is not yet an 
independent reader, provide help learning the music from 
the page.  
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Some sighted ensemble directors wonder how a student 
who is blind knows when to begin and when to cut off. 
The director and the student can come to an 
understanding about verbal cueing, if possible. Also, 
sighted students sitting or standing next to the student 
who is blind can use touch and breathing as cues for 
starts and cut-offs. One flute player explains that she 
never has a problem knowing when to come in, because 
she is able to hear the player next to her take a breath for 
entrances. 

Section Review

What are the main points in this section? Make your own 
list, and then compare it with this one. 
• Teachers, parents, and the students themselves can

overcome the myths and obstacles that prevent a
young musician who is blind from becoming
musically literate.

• One advantage to reading braille music is the ability
to independently learn new music from the page.

• To succeed in having a student become musically
literate, teachers, librarians, and the students
themselves work together.
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• Teach notes and values first; then introduce other
marks.

• Use repeated sections as memorization aids.
• Encourage students to participate in ensembles,

making sure they have a way to know the starts and
cut-offs, and that they have their parts transcribed.

This section briefly discussed some of the issues 
surrounding the teaching of braille music. As any teacher 
will agree, each student is unique. Furthermore, the 
teaching approach depends on the performance medium. 
Music for a young pianist is different from songs or 
percussion music. In each case, the vision teacher, music 
teacher, parents, and other helping individuals can work 
together toward musical literacy and musical enjoyment 
for the student.  

Transcribing Braille Music
This section describes the need for braille music 
transcribers, how to become one, and a short description 
of the use of computer programs as transcription aids. 
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The Need for Braille Music Transcribers  

A tremendous need for braille music transcribers exists 
worldwide. Many children who are blind attend schools 
along with sighted students. Without transcriptions of the 
music a teacher is using, a student is likely to be left out 
of music class. And opportunities for playing and singing 
in school ensembles can be lost if a student does not 
have his or her own part in braille.  

In addition, adult musicians and college music majors are 
constantly in need of transcriptions. Much music can be 
ordered for loan or purchase through national library 
services and agencies for those who are blind. An 
Internet search will result in a number of sources. These 
institutions need transcribers so they can provide 
materials requested by musicians who are blind. 

Becoming a Braille Music Transcriber  

Sighted musicians with a good knowledge of music 
theory and a knowledge of literary braille can learn braille 
music transcription on their own or by enrolling in a 
certification course. Materials for learning more about 
braille music are included in the online list of resources. 
Some, including Introduction to Braille Music, the manual 
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for transcribers published by the U.S. Library of 
Congress, are freely available as an electronic download. 

To become a braille music transcriber, certain musical 
and braille prerequisites are necessary. On the music 
side, candidates should be able to read piano music and 
play at a fairly advanced level. They must also 
demonstrate a basic knowledge of music theory. On the 
braille side, a candidate must be certified as a transcriber 
in the literary braille code. Some experience transcribing 
literary braille is usually required or recommended before 
an individual is accepted into a braille music course.  

The music braille courses are by necessity long and 
difficult. Transcription of a complex composition is 
required as a final exam. After completing a braille music 
course and obtaining certification, it is highly 
recommended that a new transcriber work with a mentor 
for a period of time. As mentioned in the Introduction to 
Braille Music Transcription, music notation is often more 
of an art than a science, so it takes experience to be able 
to make judgments. Also, further training is offered 
through various braille associations and agencies.  
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Because of the highly detailed nature of braille music, 
careful proofreading is absolutely necessary. As you have 
learned previously in this course, a small error can result 
in frustration and confusion for a reader. Braille music 
transcribers typically do their own proofreading. A good 
way to gain experience is for transcribers to work as 
partners or in a group, so that each person can proofread 
another's work.  

Using Computers to Transcribe Music  

Most transcribers today use direct-entry braille software, 
such as Duxbury or Braille2000. While most transcribers 
enter characters with six keys, emulating a braillewriter, 
some learn the ASCII symbols for entering braille and 
proofreading. This means they learn the keys on the 
computer keyboard that correspond to the braille 
characters and how the braille characters look when 
rendered in text rather than simulated braille. 

Some transcribers use computer software to do the 
actual transcription, or at least a first draft. After scanning 
the print music to a file, and using a music editing 
program to fix any missing or incorrect elements, they 
use a program that transcribes the print music into braille 
music. Unless the music is very simple, however, the 
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resulting braille file usually needs formatting and 
proofreading. At this time, the two most popular software 
programs for braille music production are Goodfeel by 
Dancing Dots, and Tocatta, which is produced by Optek 
Systems in Australia. Refer to the resource list online for 
details about these products. 

Advanced music students and professionals who are 
blind can also use music transcription software. The 
programs are designed to work with speech output. 
Ideally, a musician can place a sheet of printed music on 
a scanner and at the end of the process, have braille 
music ready for embossing. 

Section Review  

What are the main points in this section? Make your own 
list, and then compare it with this one. 
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• Braille music transcribers are in demand because
students in school as well as adult musicians are in
need of transcriptions.

• Braille music is available for purchase or loan
through various libraries and agencies.

• Sighted individuals with a solid background in music
as well as ability or certification to transcribe literary
braille can learn braille music transcription.

• It is possible to learn on one's own, but to receive
certification, a candidate can enroll in a course,
which includes transcribing a composition as a final
exam.

• Proofreading is an essential task, because of the
very detailed nature of music notation.

• Software programs have been developed that
transcribe print music into braille music, but a human
transcriber almost always has to make some
corrections and format adjustments to the resulting
file.

This section presented information about the need for 
braille music transcribers, becoming a braille music 
transcriber, and how computers can be used to transcribe 
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music. Some transcribers work full-time, in many cases 
doing music as well as literary, textbook, and even math 
transcriptions. But braille music transcription can be an 
ideal type of work for part-time occupation from home. As 
a sighted musician who knows literary braille, you could 
become one of the very few individuals who can increase 
the joy of making music for musicians who are blind, by 
making compositions accessible to them. 

Summary
Whether you are teaching music, interested in 
transcribing, or both, this lesson provided some general 
suggestions and directions to consider. Teaching and 
transcribing are endeavors that lead you to continually 
learn new aspects about braille music, which itself 
changes along with new developments in music 
compositions and instrumentation.  

To become more informed about braille music, why not 
join MENVI, the Music Education Network for the Visually 
Impaired (www.menvi.org)? This excellent organization 
exists to help fulfill the needs of music students who are 
blind, their parents, and their educators. It maintains a 
Web site, regularly publishes a journal, and makes 
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archive issues available online. In addition, an email 
discussion allows participants to ask questions and get 
help from experts.  
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Assignment 5

For general information on completing assignments, refer 
to the Getting Started instructions. Then start this 
assignment by giving your full name, address, and phone 
number. Also list the name of this course, Assignment 5, 
your instructor's name, and the date. Be sure to include 
the question number along with each answer. This 
assignment is worth 100 points. 

Answer each of the following in a few sentences or a 
short paragraph. (10 points each) 

1. Provide at least three reasons to teach and
encourage the learning of music braille.

2. Using the Internet or the online list of resources, list
at least three sources for braille music.

3. Suggest a sequence for teaching elements of braille
music to a young student. If you are already working
with a student who is blind, describe how you plan to
teach him or her the braille music code.

4. If a student is resisting learning to read music,
suggest at least two motivational ideas you can use
to help him or her see the advantages and overcome
the resistance.
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5. Explain at least two points to consider when a
student who is blind participates in an ensemble.

6. Explain why transcribers are needed, using at least
two examples.

7. List the typical prerequisites for starting a course in
braille music transcription.

8. What task must a transcriber do aside from
transcribing the music? Explain the importance of
this task.

9. Briefly explain how a transcriber uses braille music
transcription software.

10. Provide your personal arguments for or against
braille music transcription as a full- or part-time
occupation. Use examples to support your argument.

Once you have completed this assignment, send it to 
your instructor. Congratulations! You have completed 
"Braille Music Basics."
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Braille Music Basics 
Course No. MUS-201, 206 

Answer Key 

Assignment 1 (100 points) 

Choose the best response. (4 points each) 
1. Using braille music, a person can:

a. perceive a lot of symbols at once
b. access all the symbols that appear in print music
c. stop listening to recordings or taking music lessons

The correct answer is (b). Using braille music, a person can access 
all the symbols that appear in print music. 

2. The staff and clefs are replaced in braille music by:
a. special staff and clef symbols
b. raised-line drawings
c. octave signs

The correct answer is (c). The staff and clefs are replaced in braille 
music by octave signs. 

3. Louis Braille completed his development of the braille music code in:
a. 1809
b. 1997
c. 1834
d. 1934

The correct answer is (c). Louis Braille completed his development of 
the braille music code in 1834. 

4. Braille music is:
a. international
b. only used in the United States and Canada
c. unchanged since Louis Braille invented it

The correct answer is (a). Braille music is international. 
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5. The basic braille note shape is:
a. an eighth note
b. the note C
c. a whole note

The correct answer is (a). The basic braille note shape is an eighth 
note. 

Transcribe the notes and rests into braille music. Make sure you include 
octave signs only where they are needed. (2 points for each correct note or 
rest)  

6. "y\ 

7. ;pv.g 

8. <^o_! 

9. u%.?<j 

10. <^[x<_& 

11. .t%h 

12. u%_q": 
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Questions 13–16: Choose the option that displays the correct braille 
transcription of the print music. (5 points each) 
13.  

a. 
 <<.c 

#a "t?: t\] t?: w:n<k 

b. 
 <<_c 

#a "t?: t\] t?: w:n<k 

c. 
 <<_c 

#a "t?: t\] "t?: w:n<k 

The correct answer is (b). In option (a), the time signature should be 
cut time. In option (c), the octave sign is not required with the half 
note B in measure 3. 

14. 

a. 
 #f8 

#a "$f[' \h.?' dji\g ['\'<k 

b. 
 #f8 

#a "$f[ \h.? dji\%g [\<k 

c. 
 #f8 

#a "$f[' \h.?' dji\%g ['\'<k 
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The correct answer is (c). In option (a), the final note of measure 3 
requires a sharp sign. In option (b), the quarter note A in measure 1 
should be dotted. 

15. 

a. 
 %#c8 

#j _e \i je_e hh"d [j edi \<k 

b. 
 %#c8 

#a _e \i je_e hh"d [j edi \<k 

c. 
 %#c8 

#j _e \i je"e hh"d [j edi \<k 

The correct answer is (a). In option (b), the incorrect measure number 
appears at the margin. In option (c), the third octave sign should 
appear with the final note of measure 2. 

16. 

a. 
 %%#c4 

#a vv"gg sgg sgi .:?w w[v dj[? ov<k 

b. 
 %%#c4 

#a vv"gg sgg sgi .:?w w[v m m dj[? ov<k 
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c. 
 %%#c4 

#a vv"gg sgg sgi .:?w w[v mm dj[? ov<k 

The correct answer is (c). In option (a), the whole measure rests, 
measures 6 and 7, are missing. In option (b), a space should not 
appear between two whole measure rests.  

Questions 17–20. Transcribe the print music in single-line format. (6 points 
each) 

17. 

 <#f8 

#a _]i[d ?jixi \ijde _gihgv<k 

18. Transcribe this melody in two segments. Begin the second segment
with measure 5.

 %.c 

#a _to _[xjn wwihgh so 

#e _w?:w ['jn wwijdi (<k 

19. 

 .c 

#a "?'e$'e ?[[\ ":$]_w n'v<k 
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20. 

 _c 

#a uv"\ $\\\ ][[ii ww[w ?"\.?v<k 

The next question does not affect your grade. Answering it will help your 
instructor get to know you. 
21. Give your personal reason(s) for taking this course. For example, you

might begin by answering these questions, or provide your own list.
Feel free to describe your musical and braille background.
• Are you working with, or are you a family member of, a child or

adult who reads literary braille and is ready to learn braille music?
If so, explain your expected role in the process.

• Do you have an interest in becoming a professional literary and
music braille transcriber?
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Assignment 2 (100 points) 

If errors appear in copied symbols, that is, elements other than those that 
are the subject of Lesson 2 (words, ties, slurs, smaller values, and 
grouping), correct the errors but do not take off points. For example, if a 
note symbol is misformed, correct but do not penalize. 
Multiple Choice (5 points each) 
Choose the correct transcription of the following: 

1. mood word "Allegro" at the start of a piece:
a. ,,allegro4

b. ,allegro

c. ,allegro4

The correct answer is (c). Option (a) is all capitals. Option (b) lacks 
the period. 

2. mf
a. >mf

b. <mf

c. mezzo forte

The correct answer is (a). In option (b), the word sign is misformed. In 
option (c), the words are spelled out. 

Choose the best option to complete each of the following. 
3. A word-sign expression:

a. is any combination of letters, words, and abbreviations
b. ends with the word sign, dots 345
c. can include braille contractions

The correct answer is (a). A word-sign expression is any combination 
of letters, words, and abbreviations. 

4. A single word-sign expression:
a. may be more than one word and include a space
b. is a single word, letter, abbreviation, or letter combination with

no spaces
c. is followed by a space
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The correct answer is (b). A single word-sign expression is a single 
word, letter, abbreviation, or letter combination with no spaces.  

5. A longer word-sign expression:
a. is unspaced from the notes it affects
b. can be a single letter
c. is preceded and followed by a space

The correct answer is (c). A longer word-sign expression is preceded 
and followed by a space. 

6. The braille hyphen, dot 5:
a. indicates an interruption in a measure for a longer word-sign

expression
b. is a slur mark
c. is a dot, which adds one-half the value of the note to itself

The correct answer is (a). The braille hyphen, dot 5 indicates an 
interruption in a measure for a longer word-sign expression. 

7. The tie symbol:
a. appears after one note and before another note that are tied
b. appears after a note that is tied
c. is the same as the slur symbol

The correct answer is (b). The tie symbol appears after a note that is 
tied. 

8. The short slur is:
a. two slurred notes
b. five or fewer slurred notes
c. four or fewer slurred notes

The correct answer is (c). The short slur is four or fewer slurred 
notes. 

9. The long slur is:
a. five or more slurred notes
b. four or fewer slurred notes
c. two short slurs
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The correct answer is (a). The long slur is five or more slurred notes. 

10. The grouping device may be used with:
a. four 16th notes in six-eight time
b. six 16th notes in four-four time
c. four 16th notes in four-four time

The correct answer is (c). The grouping device may be used with four 
16th notes in four-four time. 

Questions 11–17: You are given incomplete transcriptions. Copy and 
complete them by including the mood words, dynamics, ties, and slurs. Be 
sure to insert octave marks at the start of new lines and after word-sign 
expressions. Center long music headings. 

11. (4 points)

Given 
 #f8 

#a "$f[' \h.?' dji\%g ['\'<k 

Answer 
  ,andante4 #f8 

#a >p"$f[' >c"\h.?' >dim'.dji\%g ['\'<k 

12. (6 points)

Given 
 %%#f8 

#a "ggg\h ihgfgh ieh]f :'@c:'<k 
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Answer 
,andantino4 %%#f8 

#a >p>espressivo"ggg\h ihg>c"fgh>3 

 "ieh>d"]f :'@c:'<k 

13. (5 points)

Given 
 %_c 

#a _w'dWv ?'e:'f $:?[ wv\v $v"p<k 

Answer 
 ,moderato con moto4 %_c 

#a >pp_w'dWv >c"?'e:'f >d"$:?[>4 _wv\v

 _$v"p<k 

14. (5 points)

Given 
 <<<#c8 

#a x.ji hgf edj w' jde $d wx<k

Answer 
 ,andante amoroso4 <<<#c8 

#a x.ji h>cr'.gf edj >f"w'@c j>decr'.de

>p.$d wx<k
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15. (4 points)

Given 
 <<<#c4 

#a "[w[ \][ r' r' t' s' r' r'<k 

Answer 
,andante moderato4 <<<#c4 

#a >mp"[w[ \][ r'@c r' >p"t' s' r'@c 

 "r'<k 

16. Use bracket slurs for the long slurs. Word sign expressions come
before opening bracket slurs. One pair of bracket signs is one point;
that is, one half point for each bracket sign. (7 points)

Given 
 %.c 

#a _jehgfghi hedjd:e fhih]fg hej"fej\<k 

Answer 
 ,poco lento4 %.c 

#a >mf;b_jehgfghi^2 ;bhedjd:^2;be 

 "fhih]fg h^2>dim';b"ej"fej\^2<k 

17. Use double slurs for the long slurs. An opening and terminating slur
signs for each long slur is one point; that is, one half point for the
double slur sign and one half for the termination slur sign.  (7 points)
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Given 
 %%%#c4 

#a .?'e? p$ "w'dw o: "s[ tw n: nw<k 

Answer 
 %%%#c4 

#a >mp.?'cec?c p$cc "w'dwc o:c "s>cr'"[c 

 "twcc n: ncw<k 

Questions 18–20: Choose the option that illustrates the best braille 
transcription. (4 points each) 
18. 

a. 
  ,allegro4 %#c4 

#a "\x_(j!dje ?m_hid)edf :x)eyfe*g 

 "&*gefyfeg&h%gi \_\v<k 

b. 
  ,allegro4 %#c4 

#a "\x_()!dje ?m_hid)edf :x)zyfe*g 

 "&*gefyfeg&h%gi \_\v<k 

c. 
  ,allegro4 %#c4 

#a "\x_()!y)z ?m_(!y)zy& :x)zy&z*= 

 "&*=z&y&z=&(%=! \_\v<k 

The correct answer is (b). In option (a), two 16th notes may not be 
grouped. In option (c), grouping is not employed where possible.  
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19. 

a. 
 ,allegretto4 #c8 

#a x>mf'%"zfgf iih hgf &ghgfg f%z&=& iih 

>decr'"&gfedj ['<k

b.
 ,allegretto4 #c8 

#a x>mf'%"z&=& iih hgf &ghgfg f%z&=& iih 

>decr'"&gfedj ['<k

c.
 ,allegretto4 #c8 

#a x>mf'%"z&=& iih hgf &=(=&= f%z&=& iih 

>decr'"&=&zy) ['<k

The correct answer is (b). In option (a), four 16th notes may not be
grouped in three-eight time. In option (c), grouping is not employed 
where possible. 

20. 

a. 
,moderato4 <<<#c4 

#a >mf"fcgc\c] _fcgc\c] ;b"$.?w ?w^2v 

 _ecfc]c$ >p_ecfc]c$ ;beihgfe p'^2<k 
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b. 
,moderato4 <<<#c4 

#a >mf"fcgc\c] 7 ;b"$.?w ?w^2v _ecfc]c$ 

 _7 ;b_eihgfe p'^2<k 

c. 
,moderato4 <<<#c4 

#a >mf"fcgc\c] _7 ;b"$.?w ?w^2v _ecfc]c$ 

>p'7 ;b_eihgfe p'^2<k

The correct answer is (c). In option (a), the measure repeat sign can
be used for measures 2 and 6. In option (b), measure 2 requires an 
octave sign before the repeat sign, and measure 6 does not require 
the octave sign, but it requires the dynamic mark.
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Assignment 3 (100 points; 5 points each)  

Choose the best option to complete each of the following. 
1. In line-by-line format, a parallel is:

a. two lines of braille music
b. two braille lines, one for the music and one for the words
c. indented five spaces from the margin

The correct answer is (b). In line-by-line format, a parallel is two 
braille lines, one for the music and one for the words.  

2. The correct braille symbol before a word or phrase that is repeated
three times in succession is:

a. #c9

b. 999

c. #d9

The correct answer is (a). The correct braille symbol before a word or 
phrase that is repeated three times in succession is #c9. 

3. In vocal music, the slur sign means to:
a. play those notes legato
b. sing a syllable over the notes covered by the slur
c. tie the notes

The correct answer is (b). In vocal music, the slur sign means to sing 
a syllable over the notes covered by the slur. 

4. A tie in vocal music means:
a. the same as a slur
b. sing two syllables for the duration of the tied notes
c. sing the syllable for the duration of the tied notes

The correct answer is (c). A tie in vocal music means sing the syllable 
for the duration of the tied notes. 

5. The braille music chord symbol for an F-sharp minor chord is:
a. ,f-sharp-m

b. ,f%m

c. ]%m
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The correct answer is (b). braille music chord symbol for an F-sharp 
minor chord is ,f%m. 

6. The braille music chord symbol for an E-flat six chord is:
a. e<#f

b. ,e-flat#6

c. ,e<#f

The correct answer is (c).  The braille music chord symbol for an 
E-flat six chord is ,e<#f.

7. The music lines of this transcription are done for you. Copy and
complete the transcription by inserting the word lines according to the
music given here. Note: while it is possible to use a repeat of the
phrase "when the saints go marching in," the transcriber chose not to
do so in this case.

Highlighting in this and similar questions indicates blank lines. Deduct
for errors in highlighted lines. Correct, but do not deduct for errors in
given lines.

 .c 

,oh when the saints go marching in1 

 ux"dfg rxdfg rv" 

,when the saints go marching in1 

 "fg \$?$ ox" 

,oh ,lord1 ,i want to be in that number 

 "ffe ?'d$hh h]'v" 

when the saints go marching in4 

 "fg \$?: y<k 
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8. Read the following braille music. State the word that is sung at
rehearsal letter A.

 %#c4 

,did you ever hear tell of sweet 

 "hh \w: :?[ 

,betsy from ,pike1 ,who 

 "[\\ r\ 

cross'd the wide prairies with 

 "\w: \\\ 

her lover ,ike8 ,with 

 .]:: oe 

>,a> two yoke of oxen1 ,a 

 .\\\ ]:w 

big yaller dog1 ,and a 

 .?:$ o"hi 

tall ,shanghai rooster1 ,and 

 "www :?[ 

one spotted hog4 

 "[\\ r<k 

Answer: "two" 

9. Transcribe the following short excerpt. It begins with measure 17.
Braille the music heading. You can use dot 3s to represent previous
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words and music. Include the measure number in its proper place, 
and begin a new parallel with the word "lived." 

 #d4 

''' 

 ''' 

#ag ,puff1 the magic dragon 

 .?'d?? tr 

lived by the sea1 and 

 "s?? "r'\ 

Questions 10 and 11: Choose the correct braille transcription to match the 
following print music. 
10. 

a. 
 #f8 

99,glory9 ,hallelujah6 

 "\'@c\g $h.?e p' n' 

b. 
 #f8 

,glory6 ,glory ,hallelujah6 

 "\'@c\g $h.?e p' n' 

c. 
 #f8 

9,glory9 ,hallelujah6 

 "\'@c\g $h.?e p' n' 
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The correct answer is (c). Option (a) has two repetitions of "Glory" 
instead of one. In option (b), the word repletion sign should be used. 

11. 

a. 
 %_c 

99,go ,tell ,aunt ,rhody9 

 "tw[ rr s[? wc[r .o:? tw" 

the old grey goose is dead4 

 "w [\[w (<k 

b. 
 %_c 

#c9,go ,tell ,aunt ,rhody9 

 "tw[ rr s[? wc[r .o:? tw" 

the old grey goose is dead4 

 "w [\[w (<k 

c. 
 %_c 

99,go ,tell ,aunt ,rhody 

 "tw[ rr s[? wc[r .o:? tw" 

the old grey goose is dead4 

 "w [\[w (<k 

The correct answer is (a). Option (b) has three repetitions instead of 
two. In option (c), the closing word repetition sign is missing. 

Questions 12 and 13: The music lines are transcribed for you. Copy the 
music lines, and complete the transcription by inserting the word lines. 
Remember: use the punctuation that appears with the final occurrence of a 
repeated word or phrase. 
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12. 

 <#f8 

99,for he's a jolly good fellow19 

 "g [iihi w'[i \hhgh [']g [iihi w':" 

which nobody can deny4 

 .e dedwh ]'@c]<k 

13. 

 <<#d4 

,hark1 #c9how they chirp19 hark6 

u.p vdep vfen ved*t vd<j<s ru

Questions 14 and 15: The word lines are transcribed for you. Copy them 
and complete the transcription by inserting the missing music lines. Pay 
attention to words sung on more than one syllable. Use the music hyphen 
as needed, according to the placement of the words. 

14. Hint: put a dot 5 at the end of the last music line to indicate that the last
measure is incomplete.
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 <.c 

,and this is law1 ,i will maintain 

x.d ]fce$$ ]fce$"

until my dying day1 ,sir1 

 .? ]fcg\gcf o? 

15. 

 <<#d4 

,stop oh yes1 wait a minute ,mister 

 "]\]hg hghg" 

,postman4 ,wait ,mister ,postman4 

 "\: v\cc:? ecdjdecdw 

Questions 16 and 17: Choose the correct braille music to match the print 
music given. 

16. 

a. 
 <<#d4 

,and call for help1 alas1 but 

 v"ww? :'d:$ 

none comes near me6 

 .q':cc $qc$ o'v 
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b. 
 <<#d4 

,and call for help1 alas1 but 

 v"ww? :'d:$ 

none comes near me6 

 .q': $cqc$ o'v 

c. 
 <<#d4 

,and call for help1 alas1 but 

 v"ww? :'d:$ 

none comes near me6 

 .q': $q$ o'v 

The correct answer is (b). In option (a), double slurs may not be used 
for four or fewer notes. Option (c) lacks slurs. 

17. 

a. 
 <<#d4 

,long live fair ,oriana1 

 "z p_t@c to@c :?tcc djihcs tu 

b. 
 <<#d4 

,long live fair ,oriana1 

 "z p_t@c to@c :?tc dcjcichcs tu 

c. 
 <<#d4 

,long live fair ,oriana1 

 "z p_t@c to@c :?cct djihcs tu 
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The correct answer is (a). Option (b) requires a double slur instead of 
single slurs in measures 4 and 5. In option (c), the double slur in 
measure 4 begins with the wrong note. 

Questions 18 and 19: The transcriptions of the music and words are given, 
but the chords are missing. Copy the given material, and complete the 
transcriptions by inserting the chord symbols in the correct places. 

18. 

 %%#f8 

,drink to me only 

,d           ,a#g 

 "ggg\h 

with thine eyes1 and 

,d  ,a#g 

 "ichgfcgh 

,i will pledge with mine4 

,d ,g   ,d     ,a#g ,d 

 "iceh]f o' 

19. 

 %%#b4 

,oh where1 tell me1 where 

,d 

 "i .:dj [" 

is your ,highland laddie gone8 

,g      ,d        ,a#g   ,d 

 "jycz "gghf :'<k' 
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20. Choose the print music that matches the following braille music.

 <_c 

,evening is the time of day 

,gm             ,cm  ,cm#f 

 "tt@c wv?: p'? ! 

,i find nothing much to say 

,f#g  ,gm     ,b<  ,gm 

 "ss@c [vw: o'w (

a. 

b. 

c.
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The correct answer is (b). In option (a), the Cm chord is with the 
wrong word. Option (c) shows a B chord instead of a B-flat chord in 
measure 7.
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Assignment 4 (100 points; 5 points for each item) 

1. Bar-over-bar format:
a. requires all measures to start one space after the previous

measure
b. has the first symbols of each hand of each measure exactly

aligned
c. is only for piano music

The correct answer is (b). Bar-over-bar format has the first symbols of 
each hand of each measure aligned. 

2. Chords in braille music appear as:
a. interval signs calculated from each successive note of the

chord
b. interval signs calculated from the first note
c. the notes of the chord in braille from top to bottom

The correct answer is (b). Chords in braille music appear as interval 
signs calculated from the first note. 

3. Typically, intervals are read:
a. downward in the right hand and upward in the left hand
b. upward in the right hand and downward in the left hand
c. downward in both hands

The correct answer is (a). Typically, intervals are read downward in 
the right hand and upward in the left hand. 

4. Fingering symbols appear:
a. after the pedal symbol
b. before the note
c. after the note

The correct answer is (c). Fingering symbols appear after the note. 

5. Identify the following symbol:
<c

a. pedal down
b. right hand
c. cresc.
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The correct answer is (a). The symbol <c means pedal down. 

6. In-accords are used for writing:
a. chords
b. two separate musical lines in one hand
c. the right and left hands

The correct answer is (b). In-accords are used for writing two 
separate musical lines in one hand. 

7. The following transcription is partly done for you. Copy it and
complete it by supplying the braille in the blank line.

  #d4 

j .>.?$ .:"\.efgf .$?q   .pedef .n<k 

 _>_$? _r^t   _n_[_? _\?]\  _n<k 

Questions 8 and 9: Transcribe the music. 

8. 

  <<<#f8 

a .>"hij]i "hih]' "p'<k 

 _>"$'_w' "$':'  "p'<k 
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9. 

  %%#f8 

a .>"ggg\h "ihgfgh "ieh]f ":'@c:x<k 

 _>_:'$'  _]'\'   _]h[h  _gig:x<k 

10. Choose the option that shows the correct transcription of this music.

a. 
  <#d4 

a .>"[di.ed@c? .:gehg@c] "[di.edig 

 _>^q[? _t_:] ^q[? 

d .>"fde*jn<k 

 _>_$:n<k 

b. 
  <#d4 

a .>"[di.ed@c? .:gehg@c] "[di.edig 

 _>^q[? ''''' _t_:]     ^q[? 

d .>"fde*jn<k 

 _>_$:n<k 

c. 
  <#d4 

a .>"[di.ed@c? :gehg@c] "[di.edig 

 _>^q[? ''''' t_:]     ^q[?

d .>"fde*jn<k 

 _>_$:n<k 
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The correct answer is (b). In option (a), the first symbols of the right 
and left hands of each measure are not aligned. In option (c), octave 
signs are not used consistently at the start of every measure. 

Questions 11–14: Transcribe the chords in both right and left hands using 
bar-over-bar format. Indent the key signature two spaces as usual. These 
questions do not include time signatures. 

11. 

 %% 

.>.q0 

_>_o9- 

12. 

 <<< 

.>.p#- 

_>^t/<0 

13.
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 % 

.>'*.g+3 

_>_h9 

14. 

 %%% 

.>"w/ 

_>'*_\/# 

Questions 15 and 16: The transcriptions lack fingerings. Copy the 
transcriptions and complete them by inserting the fingerings that appear in 
the print music. Adjust spacing and line breaks as needed. 

15. 

  #c4 

a .>"fa.dkt1   "iaj1sl  %"hbja.$1]k 

 _>'%^\k_wb:a ^[k_[b?a ^$k%_\l":a 

d .>.gkf1f1dbdbia<k 

 _>^[k_[l?a<k 
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16. 

 %%% 

.>"!k#b0a 

_>^!k-a 

Questions 17–19: Choose the option that shows the correct braille 
transcription or the correct print music. 

17. 

a. 
  _c 

a .>"pp@c   "$%\*]$  %"rr@c    "\w[%\ 

 _>'<c%_\w$w _$*cw%\w <c_w$":_$ _w*c$$$ 

b. 
  _c 

a .>"pp@c   "$%\*]$  %"rr@c    "\w[%\ 

 _>'*c%_\w$w _$<cw%\w *c_w$":_$ _w<c$$$
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c. 
  _c 

a .>"pp@c   "$%\*]$ %"rr@c   "\w[%\ 

 _>'<c%_\w$w _$w%\w  <c_w$":_$ _w$$$ 

The correct answer is (a). In option (b), the pedal down and pedal up 
symbols are mixed up. In option (c), the pedal up symbols are 
missing.  

18. 

a. 
  %#c4 

j .>": ":$:      "w[\      "\?$

 _>'v <c^\_:\*c <c^\_\w*c <c^?_$?*c 

d .>"$::  ":$:  ":\\

 _>'<c^\_o*c <c^]_?]*c <c^\_:_w*C 

g .>"\]\   "s" 

 _<^<c_[p*c _o" 

b. 
  %#c4 

j .>": ":$:  "w[\  "\?$  "$:: 

 _>'v ^\_:\ ^\_\w ^?_$? ^\_o 

e .>":$:  ":\\   "\]\  "s" 

 _>^]_?] ^\_:_w _[p*c _o" 
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c. 
  %#c4 

j .>": ":$:    "w[\    "\?$    "$:: 

 _>'v <c^\_:\ <c^\_\w <c^?_$? <c^\_o 

e .>":$:     ":\\     "\]\    "s" 

 _>'<c^]_?] <c^\_:_w <c_[p*c _o" 

The correct answer is (c). In option (a), pedal up signs are not 
required when a pedal down occurs immediately after pedal up in 
print. Option (b) lacks pedal marks.  

19. 

  %#c4 

a .>"$['h<>%"n' "q'<k 

 _>^s'<>_\]$ ^:"o<k 

a. 

b. 

c.
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The correct answer is (b). In option (a), the lower part is missing from 
the right hand. In option (c), the upper part is missing from the left 
hand. 

20. The right-hand music is transcribed for you. Copy it and complete the
transcription by providing the braille music for the left hand.

  #f8 

a .>.n'<>"$']'   .n'0<k 

 _>_n'<><_w'[<i _n'9<k 
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Assignment 5 (100 points; 10 points for each item) 

For most questions, answers will vary. Use the bullet points as possible 
answers. 

1. Provide at least three reasons to teach and encourage the learning of
music braille.
• Braille music provides an additional tool for learning music besides

recordings and coaching.
• Music reading is part of a well-rounded musical education.
• Actual articulations and rhythms can be read rather than guessed

at.
• Students who read braille music can learn how their parts fit

together with other parts, such as an accompaniment.
• Using braille music, students can learn the spellings of various

musical terms.
2. Using the Internet or the online list of resources, list at least three

sources for braille music. (Libraries from different countries are
acceptable answers.)
• The U.S. Library of Congress National Library Service
• CNIB library www.cnib.ca
• RNIB National Library Service www.rnib.org.uk
• Primavista www.primavistamusic.com
• Happy Fingers www.ctdcreations.com

3. Suggest a sequence for teaching elements of braille music to a young
student. If you are already working with a student who is blind,
describe how you plan to teach him or her the braille music code.
• Use very easy pieces, below the level the student can already

play.
• Teach rhythm alone first.
• Teach the notes of the scale in eighth-note values first, then in

various other note values.
• Separate the notes from other marks, and read notes and values

alone. Then read the other elements, such as dynamics.
• Point out the structure of the music by reading repeated sections.

http://www.cnib.ca/
http://www.rnib.org.uk/
http://www.primavistamusic.com/
http://www.ctdcreations.com/
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4. If a student is resisting learning to read music, suggest at least two
motivational ideas you can use to help him or her see the advantages
and overcome the resistance.
• Music braille has only seven notes to learn, whereas print music

has many more on the staff.
• Students only need to learn to read, not necessarily to write, braille

music.
• Students who read braille music can learn pieces and songs

independently.
• Students who have braille music parts can participate equally with

their sighted peers.

5. Explain at least two points to consider when a student who is blind
participates in an ensemble.
• Make sure braille music is provided for the student to practice at

home.
• Discuss ways for the student to know when to begin and when to

cut off.

6. Explain why transcribers are needed, using at least two examples.
• Children who are blind are being included in general music

classes along with sighted peers, and they require their materials
in an accessible format.

• Adult musicians and college music majors who are blind are
constantly in need of transcriptions.

7. List the typical prerequisites for starting a course in braille music
transcription.
• literary braille transcriber certification
• a solid background in music fundamentals and the ability to play

the piano
8. What task must a transcriber do aside from transcribing the music?

Explain the importance of this task.
Transcribers must proofread their transcriptions carefully. Even a
small error can result in frustration for a reader.
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9. Briefly explain how a transcriber uses braille music transcription
software.
A page of print music is scanned. The transcriber fixes errors in
music notation software. Then a braille music transcription program is
used to translate it into braille music. Finally, a transcriber should
proofread it for formatting.

10. Provide your personal arguments for or against braille music
transcription as a full- or part-time occupation. Use examples to
support your argument.
PRO:
• Providing music in braille will increase the joy of making music for

a person who is blind.
• The work is ideal for people who want to work from home on a

flexible schedule.
CON: 
• Transcription is very detailed work and demands concentration

and attention to avoid errors before they occur.
• Careful proofreading is required, which often takes longer than the

initial transcription.
• Music braille transcriber courses are difficult and take a long time

to complete.
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Accidentals 

f   sharp %

s flat <

d natural *

Notes and Values 
Value C D E F G A B 

r  i eighth, 128th d e f g h i j 

e u quarter, 64th ? : $ ] \ [ w

w  y half, 32nd n o p q r s t

q t whole, 16th y z & = ( ! )

Rests 

R I  eighth, 128th x 

E U quarter, 64th v

Y half, 32nd u

 T full/whole ,16th  m 

Dotted Value 

eo ?' 

dot 3 added to 
note or rest

Bar Lines and Repeats 

bar line space 

double bar <k

sectional double bar <k' 

begin repeat <7 

end repeat <2 
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Time Signatures 
#d4 four-four time #f8 six-eight time 

#c4 three-four time .c Ð common time 

#b2 two-two time _c - cut time

Key Signatures 

% %% %%% 

#d% #e% #f% 

#g% < << 

<<< #d< #e< 

#f< #g< 
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Octave Signs 
Each octave shown with a whole note C. Use the same octave mark for the six notes of 
the scale above that C. 

@y 

first octave

,,y 

super-
octave

^y 

second 
octave

@@! 

@@) 

sub-octave 

_y 

third octave

"y 

fourth 
octave

.y 

fifth octave

;y 

sixth octave

,y 

seventh 
octave



4 Braille Music Basics 

Dynamics and Changes in Volume 
Letters, letter combinations, and abbreviations are preceded by the word sign. 

> word sign

>f f >cr' cresc.

>p p >decr' decresc.

>ff ff >c

>pp pp >d

>mf mf >3
terminate crescendo
hairpin 

>mp mp >4
terminate 
decrescendo hairpin 

Abbreviations 
A dot 3 replaces a period. 

>dim' dim.
>rit' rit.

Articulations 
All the signs given here appear before the affected note except the fermata, which 
appears after the affected note or rest. These expressions are given with the fifth-octave 
C quarter note. 

8.? staccato _8.? tenuto 

.8.? accent .?<l fermata 



Common Braille Music Symbols 5 

Slurs 

Short slur (four or fewer notes or chords) 
c slur sign between two notes or chords. Use for up to three notes or 

chords. 

Long slurs (more than four notes or chords) 

double slur 
cc double slur sign before the first note 
c single slur sign to terminate  

bracket slur 
;b opening bracket slur 
^2 closing bracket slur 

Repeated Music 
7 braille repeat sign 

Repeated Words and Phrases 

opening sign closing sign 

one repetition 9 9 

two repetitions 99 9 

three (or more) repetitions #c9 9 

Chord Symbols for Lead Sheets and Accompaniments 
Literary braille for note names and numbers; music braille for accidentals 

/ / slash (chord transition) 
+ + augmented chord
4 o diminished chord



6 Braille Music Basics 

Keyboard Music—Two or More Staves 
.> right hand

_> left hand

^> organ pedals

<c sustaining pedal down

*c sustaining pedal up

a 1 first finger  

b 2 second finger 

l 3 third finger 

1 4 fourth finger 

k 5 fifth finger 

Chord Interval Signs 
/ second 
+ third
# fourth 
9 fifth 
0 sixth 
3 seventh 
- octave

In-Accord Signs 
<> full-measure in-accord measure division 
.k part-measure in-accord measure division 
"1 part-measure in-accord sign 
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